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MEHORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

THROUGH:

'-120;-;;;.1984

June 14, 1983

D. Bruce Merrifield
Assistant Secretary
Productivity, Technology and Innovation

Norman J. Latker(~
Director
Office of Federal Technology Management Policy

Egils Milbergs
Director
Office of Productivity, Technology and

Innovation

SUBJECT: Draft System Plan for Managing Technology in Federal
Agencies

We would like to discuss the status of our draft systems plan
(copy attached).

It seems to us that implementation of a system plan similar to
ours would be a timely and appropriate response to OSTP's
Packard Report and the Business-Higher Education Report
recommendations to expand government laboratory collaboration
wi th industry. The main aspect of our plan is the
establishment of focal points at laboratories with the
authori ty to make "deals" with industry to fund the continued
development of new products and processes they have evaluated
under constraint analyses to have commercial potential. The
laboratory authorities would include at least the ability to
initiate RDLP's, seek venture capital, enter into collaborative
research projects, share royalties with inventors and grant
patent licenses or assign invention ownership rights as a quid
pro quo for private sector guarantees to develop, participate
in or contribute resources to further development.
Organizations with technology transfer experience are
supporting our continued development and implementation of the
plan but are asking how it will be done. One of the s~rong

messages we have also been getting is that laboratory
technology transfer offices are being severely hampered in
making ·"deals" by headquarters clearance procedures: We think
this is the ·micr~-management· problem addressed in the Packard
and the Energy Research Advisory Board Reports.

While the government in general has some of the authorities to
make a"·deal" an identified body of laboratory people with an
assignment to management simply does not exist. We have been
proceeding on the assumption that the focus would emerge by
persuading patent operations to coordin?te with the new
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laboratory technology transfer offices designated under
Stevenson-Wydler. It seems clear that Commerce does not have
either the assignment or authority to make this happen. This
is being complicated by resistance from some patent·
operations. Further, there is no, or vague, authority in the

·government to initiate RDLP's, seek venture capital, share
royalties with inventors or enter into laboratory-industry
joint ventures. So given even that coordination between these
offices could be accomplished, we would still ne e d to.clarify
their tools of operation."·

We would like to discuss various approaches and resources,
necessary to speed implementation of a finally devised systems
plan. Clearly we would want to touch on:

Ao

a)

b)

c)

d)
e)
f)
g)

h)

Involving OSTP on our side including use of the FCCSFT
Committee.
Gaining an app~opriate assignment or authority from
the Cabinet Council.
Necessary legislative and/or administrative
initiatives.
Additional staff resources.
Resistance from patent operations.
Training new personnel for focus positions.
Appropriate involvement. of NTIS licensing program in
the final systems plan.
The Research Corporation proposal as it touches on
laboratories.

·it-~.I.

~.

We would appreciate some time on your calendar in the near
future.

(
cc: Jack Williams

Lanse Felker
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March 28, 1983

DRAFT
Proposed System for Managing and Transferring

Patentable Technology

Introduction:

Two fundamental, long term trends in the U.S. economy are the
growing reliance on higher levels of technology and increasing
foreign competition for sales of products that use new
technologies. It is becoming increasingly clear that the future
of the economy, in both absolute and relative international terms,
will be largely dependent on how well new technologies are put to
use to create products, markets, jobs, and returns on
investments. The Federal Government is both a primary supporter
and a major performer of research and development. The future of
the economy will depend, in part, on how well the inventions and

I new technologies that result from Federal efforts are put to use
; by the private sector.

In addition, three recent statutes and several other events or
trends require a review of how the Federal Government protects and
manages its inventions.

1. Small businesses and nonprofit organizations are now entitled
to own inventions they produce with Federal R&D funding. This
statutory right was established because of a general
recognition that the public only benefits from an invention
after a firm develops, produces, and markets it. A firm will
only make the necessary investment if it is certain that it
owns or has a license to use inventions with minimal delays.
The right of ownerships is being extended to other recipients
of Federal R&D funding by a Presidential Memorandum.

2. The Steveson-Wydler Act created a network of Technology
Transfer Offices in the agencies with extensive R&D
operations. These offices are charged with transferring
technology developed by Federal agencies, in their own
laboratories to the private sector. Even agencies that only
develop inventions for their own use are required to have such
a marketing or, outreach function to stimulate the economy.

3. The Patent Office will be increasing the charges for services
to $3,200 per patent kept active for its full life. The
current Federal portfolio of about 28,000 patents will be
exempt from these charges, but if the portfolio were to be
recreated and maintained, the cost would be just under $90
million in Patent Office charges alone.

4. Less than 5% of the 28,000 Government-owned patents are
licensed for commercial use. This is primarily because most
of the inventions have little or no commercial value, a fact
which discourages firms from sifting through the portfolio in
hopes of finding an idea to exploit. It is also because most
agencies have made little effort to seek private sector users
for even their most important inventions.
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5. In contrast to agency practice, the universities that produce
a significant number of inventions are careful to invest in
patent protection only for the ideas that appear to have
significant commercial potential, and then actively promote
their licensing. As a result, universities typically obtain
royalty bearing licenses for about 40 percent of their patents.

6. The universities have created offices with the authority to
promote and negotiate all aspects of an invention transfer.
Over time, firms have gained confidence in dealing with these
single points of contact, and closer industry/university
cooperation has grown to the point of industry funded research
partnerships.

7. Federal agencies, typically do not assess the commercial
marketability of inventions before making patent decisions.
The Patent Staffs retain the roles of deciding what to patent
and negotiating licenses, while the Technology Transfer
Offices with the most frequent outside contacts, have little
to do with patent decisions or activities. American industry,
presently under tight cost constraints, tends to avoid the
resulting confusion, while foreign interests, frequently
operating with government support, obtain and use important
Federally funded developments.

8. There are no provisions for making the decisions that will be
required to avoid paying Patent Office maintenance charges on
low value patents. These decisions should be based primarily
on commercial potential--a judgment best made by the
Technology Transfer Offices.

An idealized plan

This proposed system has been developed as a basis for
discussion. It is intended to operate on a decentralized basis,
with agencies deciding whether this means at the departmental,
bureau, or laboratory level.

Step by Step Explanation

Chart 1 shows the proposed flow of decisions and actions. This is
a general presentation that does not include some details.
Domestic and foreign patent decisions are not shown separately,
for example, but may be treated separately in practice. Some
additional details or exceptions are noted in the explanations
that follow.

The chart is divided into three segments by dotted lines. These
segments show what would be the responsibilities of an agency
Technology Transfer Office, an agency Patent Operations Staff, and
the National Techncial Information Service (CUFT/NTIS).
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The process begins for an employee invention with a determination
(1) of whether it resulted from assigned duties. If not, the
employee would ordinarily own the invention outright and be free
to do with it as he pleases. The existing PTO process for
reviewing employee appeals would continue to resolve disputes
between agencies and employees over whether an invention "is
work-related.

(Note: Under the proposed plan, agencies or NTIS would be able to
accept non-work-related inventions offered by employees who want
to benefit without doing their own patenting and licensing. These
inventions would be handled just as if they were work-related.
Under present policy, non-work related inventions are not managed
by agencies even if offered by employees.)

The Government will initially own employee inventions that result
from assigned duties as well as inventions renounced by
contractors. These inventions will go through a preliminary
screen (2) run by the agency Technology Transfer Office to
determine if they may have commercial value. Commerce will
develop simple and economical tests to separate the few inventions
which may have commercial potential from the majority which
clearly do not. Since part of the test will involve patent law,
members of the agency Patent Operations Staff will participate in

~ the preliminary screening process.
~~~ ~ jThe inventions of contractors which are determined to have no
/;,r' 2fs. commercial value will be separated from employee inventions (3).

F ~ -
~ p -

~.\ '-l,0~.>" An employee inventor will be given an oppo r tuni ty to agree or
<Jf":J:3,-Y9 disagree (4) with a no-value determination. If the employee does
/:} '"',,,P not concur, he will have the right to file for hiS. own patent (5),

"~'J"-~:" so long as the Government a s guaranteed free use r i qh t s ,
- . j,,?~

\I\" ~J:'>l'~ Inventions that all agree have no commercial value will go to the
-.'5-'" -r'" Patent Operations Office where the extent of protection needed

)Jf) (,'-Jl. will be determined and obtained (6). The determination could be a
~ ';'> , defensive patent (as authorized by the proposed 1983 patent law
,)d'"..J amendments), simple pUblication to prevent others from patenting,
. ~I:>;' or no protection at all. Emphasis will be on the lowest cost
'''7 ~,". technique to meet the need.

"'- ,,," '
-J>' ~2'J-'t¥'

~,J~'; An invention identified by the pre-screen (2) as possibly having
~ significant commercial value will be reviewed by the commercial

value screen (7). The commercial value screen is a "black box"
for which the processes and criteria have yet to be worked out.
It may consist of panels of experts with private sector
knowledge. It may be a sequence of steps for progressively finer
screening to control costs. And it may include attempts to find
licenses. This step will require some degree of centralization
because there are not enough experts for all the agencies to
employ their own panels and produce
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uniformly high quality decisions. We estimate that no more than
25 percent of all processed inventions will go through the
commercial value screen. The screeing panel will make
recommendations on both domestic and foreign filing. Commerce
will participate in the screen because of its continuing contact
with the invention marketplace. '

Inventions found not to have significant commercial value will be
handled just like inventions found to have no value by the
preliminary screen. Employees can be expected to seek their own
patents on a larger percentage of these since many of them may
have some value.

The agency Technology Transfer Office will decide whether the
agency Patent Operations Staff or NTIS should file a patent
application for an invention of significant commercial potential
(8). Once this determination is made, patents will be obtained if
possible (9 & 9'), and promotion, licensing, and other management
steps will be taken (10 & 10'). Once royalty or other p&yrnents
are received, a substantial share will be transferred to the
inventing employee (11 & 11').

(Note: An agency may opt to obtain its own patents, then transfer
them to NTIS for promotion, licensing, and management.
Alternatively, an agency might transfer a license to NTIS for
management and inventor payment since this involves a specialized
accounting system.)
Estimated Volumes

Chart 2 shows an estimate of the volumes of inventions that might
be expected for each decision or action assuming 700 employee and
400 rejected contractor inventions. Key summary estimates are
based on 1000 inventions going through the preliminary screen.
(100 inventions of the 1100 total are diverted to the employees
because they are not work-related and the employees do not desire
government handling.)

400 would be protected by defensive patents.

400 would need no protection or merely pUblication.

100 would be patented by employees.

The Government would only apply for 100 regular U.S.
patents plus an unestimated number of foreign patents.

40% of the patent portfolio would be licensed - a figure
comparable with university practice.

75% of the inventions could be handled by low cost
processes.
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These are, of course, are only estimates.
published statistics for agency operations
studies of university patent management.

They are based on
from 1970-76 and

Principles, assumptions, and the Government's interests

The Government can have five interests in patentable technology
that results from Federal research and development funding. They
are to:

1. Avoid payment of royalties if something ~OU9ht by the
Government includes the technology.

2. Promote private sector use of the technology if it has
potential commercial value.

3. Preserve valuable foreign patent rights for domestic firms.

4. Ensure fair treatment and rewards for the inventing
contractor or Federal employee.

5. Hold protection costs to a minimum.

This proposal has been developed to serve all of these interests.
The system is based on the following principles and assumptions.

v/

1.

2.

3.

/.
/

~~~.\

5.

Agency technology transfer and patent operations should be
closely coordinated to adequately serve all five interests.

Agency Technology Transfer Offices should be responsible
for determining which Government-owned, patentable
inventions have significant commercial potential or
transfer value weeding the protection of regular patents.
as well as promoting, licensing, and managing valuable
patents.

Agency Patent Operations should be concentrated on
obtaining lowest-cost protection of Government use rights,
obtaining u.s. and foreign patents on commercially
valuable inventions, and assisting in the licensing of
patented technology.

Most valuable inventions of R&D contractors will be
patented by the contractors. The few that contractors
renounce will probably have little or no commercial value,
but they should be reviewed to ensure that valuable 'rights
are protected. In most cases, this review can be done
quickly and economically.

Most inventions of Federal employees will have little
commercial value. The majority of these can be identified
with relative ease.
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6. Agencies should obtain the lowest practical level of
protection to defend against royalty payments for
inventions with little commercial value. This should
never be greater than a defensive patent to be authorized
by the 1983 patent amendments. Employee inventions which
may have significant commercial value should be reviewed
carefully by a screening panel of experts who have current
knowledge of private sector practice and needs. Regular
domestic and perhaps foreign patents should be sought for
inventions of significant value. Significant commercial
value inCludes prospects of extensive sales to foreign
governments.

7. Agencies should continues to manage and conduct the bulk
of their own defensive activities, but under centrally
developed and maintained criteria.

8 Agencies may elect to be responsible for promotion,
licensing and royalty collection for valuable Government
patents, or transfer them to NTIS for management.

9. A Federal employee inventor should be shielded from
conflicts of interest but be entitled to a significant
share of any royalties produced.

10. A Federal employee should have the right to file for
patents on his invention if the Government decides not to.

Effect on agency Technology Transfer Office

The proposed system would ensure that Transfer Offices receive
early notice of new ideas, a factor which can help in both
evaluation and promotion. It would allow them to obtain the best
available advice on the commercial value of inventions and
establish priorities for the filing of domestic and foreign patent
applications. (At present, there is evidence that valuable
foreign rights are frequently lost.) It would give them the
consolidated authority to negotiate technology transfers
regardless of whether or not patents are involved. Finally, the
university experience indicates that over the long run, it would
lead to closer laboratory/industry collaboration through growing
industry confidence in the transfer process.

Effect on agency Patent Operations Staffs '

In the private sector, patent attorneys work for clients - either
in other organizations or other components of their own
organization. In a number of Federal agencies, the Patent Staffs
act as their own clients - making final decisions on what.to
protect and what to license. Under the proposed system, the
clients would become The Technology Transfer Offices and perhaps
agency employee inventors.
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For individual patent attorneys, the work should become more
diverse and interesting. They would spend minimal time developing
and supporting applications for low value patents. The regular
patent applications they would handle, would be for significant
inventions. The number of foreign applications would probably
increase significantly. Some would be asked to assist the
licensing process where the volume is expected to increase.

The proposed system would also open a second opportunity for
advancement through The Technical Transfer Offices for those
desiring to follow it. This may be an important consideration
both as a matter of personal interest and because the new PTO fee
structure can be expected to reduce the number of domestic
applications the agencies can afford to file.

Employee Inventor Considerations

There appears to be a national trend toward allowing employee
inventors in non-profit organizations to tenefit from the revenue
produced by their inventions as an incentive to promote both
creativity and invention reporting. Techniques for doing this
vary widely and include lump sum cash awards, percentages of
royalties, and use of royalties to support an inventor's research
program. This proposed system is designed to provide strong
incentives through significant percentages of royalties.

Present Government employee patent policies have been formed by
two important considerations - assumptions about employees'
abilities to manage patents effectively and conflicts of
interest. The proposed system would have the valuable inventions
patented and managed by Government specialists. It is based on a
presumption that these specialists with their knowledge, contacts,
and resources can do a better job than a single inventor. The
charts. do not show a possible consultation link between the
Technology Transfer Office and the inventor so he can provide any
promotional ideas he may have.

The conflict of interest issue should be divided into two
parts--pre-invention and post-invention. Prior to an invention,
the prospect of financial rewards could lead to distortion of
research or a distraction of the employee from his primary work.
Such problems are common to any incentive system that rewards for
part of a job to be performed. The proposal to reward for
inventions is based on the assumption that'more ideas will be
developed and reported than under present policy and that the
results would outweigh the posibility of research distoration.

The post-invention conflicts involve the competing demands for an
employee's time and the possibility of his doing business with
firms that also do business with the Government. Under the
proposed system, there can be opportunities for both types of
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conflicts, but they can be managed easily.
that govern outside activities of employees
the competing time demands, and an employee
permitted to participate in any procurement
action that could use his invention.

Existing regulations
are adequate to handle
should not be
or assistance award

Viewed this way, allowing employees to patent inventions which the
Government does not believe have significant commercial value,
should not lead to difficult conflict of interest situations. It
may, however, allow inventors to promote some inventions more than
the Government would. If will certainly cause the employees to
feel they have been treated fairly.

Authorities

To make the system work, the following authorities would be used,
some of which may exist today.

, _ (' , I, •• ,', _ \>,--~"'''''''-'-'' "
~.. \\. ·"..,J'v..:k·w~vU'-- '».J\ \~ """",.0 6l~j.r:}jV~,"'Q ...,'e.;,. \)

1
2.

The PTO proposed defensive patent.
Authority for someone--preferably the Secretary of
Commerce to prescribe how agencies will use the defensive
patent.

3. Authority to specify the process and criteria for the
pre-screen.

4. Authority to establish and operate the commercial value
screen.

5. Authority to establish the rights of employees to their
inventions which the Government determines not to be of
significant commercial value.

6. Authority to ensure a uniform basis for payment to
Government employee inventors of their share .of the
royalties.

~ .~'... .
,\",'ks:!'r~. ~-..r<.;.,t-A'\"" ~"~'" -'~'""'A.f"'-".J..J.•JJ,,,,\

Conclusion

This proposal is designed to be the basis for discussion to the
end that a more effective technology management system is
developed.
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~foposed System for Managing and Transferring

Patentable Technology

Introduction:

Two fundamental, long term trends in the U.S. economy are the

grcwing reliance on higher levels of technology and increasing

foreign competition for sales of products that use new

technologies. It is becoming increasingly clear that the future

of the economy, in both absolute and relative international terms,

will be largely dependent on how well new technologies are put to

use to create products, markets, jobs, and returns on

investments. The Federal Government is both a primary supporter

and a major performer of research and development. The future of

the economy will depend, in part, on how well the inventions and

new technologies that result from Federal efforts are put to use

by the private sector.

In addition, three recent statutes and several other events or

trends require a review of how the Federal Government protects and

manages its inventions.

1. Small businesses and nonprofit organizations are now entitled

to own inventions they produce with Federal R&D funding. This

statutory right was established because of a general

recognition that the public only benefits from an invention

after a firm develops, produces, and markets it. A firm will

~_.
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only make the necessary investment if it is certain that it

owns or has a license to use inventions with minimal delays.

The right of Qwnerships is being extended to other recipients

of Federal R&D funding by a Presidential Memorandum.

2. The steveson-wydler Act created a network of Technology

Transfer~offices in the agencies with extensive R&D

operations. These offices are charged with transferring

technology developed by Federal agencies, in their own

laboratories to the private sector. Even agencies that only

develop inventions for their own use are required to have such

a marketing or outreach function to stimulate the economy.

3. The Patent Office w'll be increasing the charges for services

to $3,200 per patent 'kept active for its full life. The

current Federal portfolio of about 28,000 patents will be

exempt from these charges, but if the portfolio were to be

recreated and maintained, the cost would be just under $90

.million in Patent Office charges alone.

4. Less than 5% of the 28,000 Government-owned patents are

licensed for commercial use. This is primarily because most

of the inventions have little or no commercial value, a fact

which discourages firms from sifting through the portfolio in
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hopes of finding an idea to exploit. It is also because most

agencies have made little effort to seek private sector users

for even their. most important inventions.

5. In contrast to agency practice, the universities that produce

a significant number of inventions are careful to invest in

patent~protection only for the ideas that appear to have

significant commercial potential, and then actively promote

their licensing. AS a result, universities typically obtain

royalty bearing licenses for about 40 percent of their patents.

6. The universities have created offices with the authority to

promote and negotiate all aspects of an invention transfer.

Over time, firms hav~ gained confidence in dealing with these

single points of contact, and closer industry/university

cooperation has grown to the point of industry funded research

partnerships.

7. Federal agencies, typically do not assess the commercial

marketability of inventions before making patent decisions.

The Patent Staffs retain the roles of deciding what to patent

and negotiating licenses, while the Technology Transfer

Offices with the most frequent outside contacts, have little

to do with patent decisions or activities. American industry,

presently under tight cost constraints, tends to avoid the
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resulting confusion, while foreign interests, frequently

operating with government support, obtain and use important

Federally funded developments.

8. There are no provisions for making the decisions that will be

required to avoid paying Patent Office maintenance charges on

low value patents. These decisions should be based primarily

on commercial potential--a judgment best made by the

Technology Transfer Offices.

An-idealized plan

This proposed system has been developed as ~ basis for

discussion. It is intended to operate on a decentralized basis,

with agencies deciding whether this means at the departmental,

bureau, or laboratory level.

step by Step Explanation

Chart 1 shows the proposed flow of decisions and actions. This is

a general presentation that does not include some details.

Domestic and foreign patent decisions are not shown separately,

for example, but may be treated separately in practice. Some

additional details or exceptions are noted in the explanations

that follow.
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The chart is divided into three segments by dotted lines. These

segments show what would be the responsibilities of an agency

Technology Transfer Office, an agency Patent Operations Staff, and

the National Techncial Information Service (CUFT/NTIS).

The process begins for an employee invention with a determination

(1) of whether it resulted from assigned duties. If not, the

employee would ordinarily own the invention outright and be free

to do with it as he pleases. The existing PTO process for

reviewing employee appeals would continue to resolve disputes

between agencies and employees over whether an invention is

work-related.

(Note: under the proposed plan, agencies or NTIS would be able to

accept non-work-related inventions offered by employees who want

to benefit without doin~ their own patenting and licensing. These

inventions would be handled just as if they were work-related.

Under present policy, non-work related inventions are not managed

by agencies even if offered by employees.)

The Government will initially own employee inventions that result

from assigned duties as well as inventions renounced by

contractors. These inventions will go through a preliminary

screen (2) run by the agency Technology Transfer Office to

determine if they may have commercial value. Commerce will

develop simple and economical tests to separate the few inventions

which.may have commercial potential from the majority which

clearly do not. Since part of the test will involve patent law,

members of the agency Patent Operations staff will participate in

the preliminary screening process.
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The inventions of contractors which are determined to have no

commercial value will be separated from employee inventions (3).

An employee inventor will be given an opportunity to agree or

disagree (4) with a no-value determination. If the employee does

not concur, he will have the right to file for his own patent (5),

so long as the Government is guaranteed free use rights.

Inventions that all agree have no commercial value will go to the

Patent Operations Office where the extent of protection needed

will be determined and obtained (6). The determination could be a

defensive patent (as authorized by the proposed 1983 patent law

amendments), simple publication to prevent others from patenting,

or no protection at all. Emphasis will be on the lowest cost

technique to meet the need.

An invention identified by the pre-screen (2) as possibly having

significant commercial value will be reviewed by the commercial

value screen (7). This will consist of a panel of experts with

private sector knowledge who apply criteria developed by Commerce

to identify the few inventions of value. This screen could be run

by a single group working for Commerce. Alternatively, specific

agencies could be assigned fields for. which they screen all

promising Government-owned inventions. This step will require

some degree of centralization because there are not enough experts

for &11 the agencies to employ their own panels and produce

uniformly high quality decisions. We estimate that no more than
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25 percent of all processed inventions will go through the

commercial value screen. The screeing panel will make

recommendations on both domestic and foreign filing. Commerce

will participate in the screen because of its continuing contact

with the invention marke~place.

Inventions found not to have significant commercial value will be

handled just like inventions found to have no value by the

preliminary screen. Employees can be expected to seek their own

patents on a larger percentage of these since many of them may

have some value.

The agency Technology Transfer Office will decide whether the

agency Patent Operations Staff or NTIS should file a patent

application for an invention of significant commercial potential

(8). Once this determination is made, patents will be obtained if

possible_(9 & 9'), and promotion, licensing, and other management

steps will be taken (10 & 10'). Once royalty or other payments

are received, a substantial share will be transferred to the

inventing employee (11 & 11').

(Note: An agency may opt to obtain its own patents, then transfer

them to NTIS for promotion, licensing, and management.

Alternatively, an agency might transfer a license to NTIS for

management and inventor payment since this involves a specialized

accounting system.)
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Estimated Volumes

Chart 2 shows an estimate of the volumes of inventions that might

be expected for each decision or action assuming 700 employee and

400 rejected contractor inventions. Key summary estimates are

based on 1000 inventions going through the preliminary screen.

(100 inventions of the 1100 total are diverted to the employees

because they are not work-related and the employees do not desire

government handling.)

400 would be protected by defensive patents.

400 would need no protection or merely publication.

100 would be patented by employees.

The Government would only apply for-100 regular U.S.

patents plus an unestimated number of foreign patents.

40% of the patent portfolio would be licensed - a figure

comparable with university practice.

75% of the inventions could be handled by low cost

processes.
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These are, of course, are only estimates. They are based on

published statistics for agency operations from 1970-76 and

studies of university patent management.

principles, assumptions, and the Government's interests

The Government can have five interests in patentable technology

that results from Federal research and development funding. They

are to:

1. Avoid payment of royalties if something brought by the

Government includes the technology.

2. Promote private sector use of the technology if it has

potential commercial value.

3. Preserve valuable foreign patent rights for domestic firms.

4. Ensure fair treatment and rewards for the inventing

contractor or Federal employee.

5. Hold protection costs to a minimum.

This proposal has bee-n developed to serve all of these interests.

The system is based on the following principles and assumptions.

1. Agency technology transfer and patent operations should be

closely coordinated to adequately serve all five interests.
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2. Agency Technology Transfer Offices should be responsible

for determining which Government-owned, patentable

inventions have significant commercial potential or

transfer value weeding the protection of regular patents,

as well as promoting, licensing, and managing valuable

patents.

3. Agency Patent Operations should be concentrated on

obtaining lowest-cost protection of Government use rights,

obtaining U.S. and foreign patents on commercially

valuable inventions, and assisting in the licensing of

patented technology.

4. Most valuable inventions of R&D contractors will be

patented by the contractors. The few that contractors

renounce will probably have little or no commercial value,

but they should be reviewed to ensure that valuable rights

are protected. In most cases, this review can be done

quickly and economically.

5. Most inventions of Federal employees will have little

commercial value. The majority of these can be identified

with relative ease.

6. Agencies should obtain the lowest practical level of

protection to defend against royalty payments for
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inventions with little commercial value. This should

never be greater than a defensive patent to be authorized

by the 1983 patent amendments. Employee inventions which

may have significant commercial value should be reviewed

carefully by a screening panel of experts who have current

knowledge of private sector practice and needs. Regular

domestic and perhaps foreign patents should be sought for

inventions of significant value. significant commercial

value includes prospects of extensive sales to foreign

governments.

7. Agencies should continues to manage and conduct the bulk

of their own defensive activities, but under centrally

developed and maintained criteria.

8 Agencies may elect to be responsible for promotion,

licensing and royalty collection for valuable Government

patents, or transfer them to NTIS for management.

9. A Federal employee inventor should be shielded from

conflicts of interest but be entitled to a significant

share of any royalties produced.

10. A Federal employee should have the right to file for

patents on his invention if the Government decides not to,
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Affect on agency Technology Transfer Office

The proposed system would ensure that Transfer Offices receive

early notice of new ideas, a factor which can help in both

evaluation and promotion. It would allow them to obtain the best

available advice on the commercial value of inventions and

establish priorities for the filing of domestic and foreign patent

applications. (At present, there is evidence that valuable

f~reign rights are frequently lost.) It would give them the

consolidated authority to negotiate technology transfers

regardless of whether or not patents are involved. Finally, the

university experience indicates that over the long run, it would

lead to closer laboratory/industry collaboration through growing

industry confidence in the transfer process.

Affect on agency patent-Operations Staffs

In the private sector, patent attorneys work for clients - either

in other organizations or other components of their own

organization. In a number of Federal agencies, the Patent Staffs

act as their own clients - making final decisions on what to

protect and what to license. under the proposed system, the

clients would become The Technology Transfer Offices and perhaps

agency employee inventors.

For individual patent attorneys, the work should become more

diverse and interesting. They would spend minimal time developing
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and supporting applications for low value patents. The regular

patent applications they would handle, would be for significant

inventions. The number of foreign applications would probably

increase significantly. Some would be asked to assist the

licensing process where the volume is expected to increase.

The proposed system would also open a second opportunity for

advancement through The Technical Transfer Offices for those

desiring to follow it. This may be an important consideration

both as a matter of personal interest and because the new PTO fee

structure can be expected to reduce the number of domestic

applications the agencies can afford to file.

Employee Inventor Considerations

There appears to be a national trend toward allowing employee

inventors in non-profit organizations to benefit from the revenue

produced by their inventions as an incentive to promote both

creativity and invention reporting. Techniques for doing this

vary widely and include lump sum cash awards, percentages of

royalties, and use of royalties to support an inventor's research

program. This proposed system is designed to provide strong

incentives through significant percentages of royalties.

present Government employee patent policies have been formed by

two important considerations - assumptions about employees'
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abilities tpmani:1.ge patents effectively and conflicts of

interest. The proposed system would have the valuable inventions

patented and managed by Government specialists. It is based on a

presumption that these specialists with their knowledge, contacts,

and resource§ can do a better job than a single inventor. The

charts do not show a possible consultation link between the

Technology Transfer Office and the inventor so he can provide any

promotional ideas he may have.

The conflict of interest issue should be divided into two

parts--pre-invention and post-invention. prior to an invention,

the prospect of financial rewards could lead to distortion of

research or a distraction of the employee from his primary work.

Such problems are common to any incentive system that rewards for

part of a job to be performed. The proposal to reward for

inventions is based on the assumption that more ideas will be

develope~ and reported than under present policy and that the

results would outweigh the posibility of research distoration.

The post-invention conflicts involve the competing demands for an

employee's time and the possibility of his doing business with

firms that also do business with the Government. under the

proposed system, there can be opportunities for both types of

conflicts, but they can be managed easily. Existing regulations

that govern outside activities of employees are adequate to handle
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demands, and an employee should not be

ipate in any procurement or assistance award

action that could use his invention.

Viewed this way, ~ilowing employees to patent inventions which the

Government does believe have significant commercial value,

should not lead to difficult conflict of interest situations. It

may, however, allow inventors to promote some inventions more than

the Government would. If will certainly cause the employees to

feel they have been treated fairly.

Authorities

TO make the system work, the following authorities would be used,

some of whifh may exist today.

1. ~he PTO proposed defensive patent._

2. Authority for someone--preferably the Secretary of

Commerce to prescribe how agencies will use the defensive

patent.

3. Authority to specify the process and criteria for the

pre-screen.

4. Authority to establish and operate the commercial value

screen.

5. Authcrity to establish the rights of employees to their

inventions which the Government determines not to be of

significant commercial value.
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6. Authority to ensure a uniform basis for payment to

end that a more effective technology management system is

ed to be the basis for discussion to the

overnment employee inventors of their share of the

developed.

This proposal is de

Conclusion
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June 14, 1983

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

D. Bruce Merrifield
Assis~ant Secretary
Productivity, Technology and Innovation

N?rman J. Latker(~
D~rector

Office of Federal Technology Management policy

THROUGH: Egils Milbergs
DIrector
Office of Productivity, Technology and

Innovation

SUBJECT: Draft System Plan for Managing Technology in Federal
Agencies

We would like to discuss the status of our draft systems plan
(copy attached).

It seems to· us that implementation of a system plan similar to
ours would be a timely and appropriate response to OSTP's
Packard Report and the Business-Higher Education Report
recommendations to expand government laboratory collaboration

. with industry. The main aspect of our plan is the
establishment of focal points at. laboratories with the
authority to make "deals" with industry to fund the continued
development of new products. and processes they have evaluated
under constraint analyses to have commercial potential. The
laboratory authorities would include at least the ability to
initiate RDLP's, seek venture capital, enter into collaborative
research projects, share royalties with inventors and grant
patent licenses or assign invention owne r sb ip "rights as a quid
pro quo for private sector guarantees to develop, participate
in or contribute resources to further development.
Organizations with technology transfer experience are
supporting our continued development and implementation of the
plan but are asking how it will be done. One of the strong
messages we have also been getting is that laboratory
technology transfer offices .a r e being severely hampered in
making "deals" by headquarters clearance procedures" We think
this is the "rrdc ro-me naqement; n problem addressed in the Packard
and the Energy Research Advisory Board Reports.

While the government in general has some of the authorities to
make a "deal" an identified body of laboratory people with an
assignment to management simply does not exist. We have been
proceeding on the assumption that the focus would emerge by
persuading patent operations to coordinate with the new

('
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laboratory technology ,transfer offices designated unaer
Ste.venson-Wydler. 'It seems clear that Commerce does not have
either the assignment or authority to make this happen. This
is being complicated by resistance from some patent·
operations. Further, there is no, or vague, authority in the
government to initiate RDLP's, seek venture capital, share
royalties with .inventors or enter into laboratory-industry'
joint ventures. So given even that coordination between these
offices could_be accomplished, we would still need to clarify
their tools of operation.

We would like to discuss various approaches and resources,
necessary to speed implementation of a finally devised systems
plan. Clearly we would want to touch on:

We would appreciate some time on your calendar in the near
future.

'~..'.'''~fiiJ

a)

b)

c)

d)
e)
f)
g)

h)

Involving OSTP on our side including use of the FCCSFT
Committee.
Gaining 'an appropriate assignment or authority from
the Cabinet Council.
Necessary legislative and/or administrative
initiatives. .
Additional staff resources.
Resistance from patent operations.
Training new personnel for focus positions.
Appropriate involvement of NTIS licensing program in
the final systems plan.
The Research Corporation proposal as it touches on

. laboratories.

~.:.c
U

cc:

"

(
Jack Williams
Lanse Felker

~
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UNITED STAfis -DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Assistant Secretary for Productivity,
Technology and Innovation
Washington, D.C, 20230

[2021 377-1884

November 15, 1983
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MEIlORANDUM FOR Joe' Wi] ]1,,, ~---
From: Norm Latker /~
Subject: Patent Licensing Program
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I do not believe that NTIS's. patent licensing program has been reviewed to
determine its impact on off-balance sheet development of its 1icensed

,inv,entions. I suspect that at best the program is neutral - neither rul ing
oLit or favoring off-Balance sheet funding. But more likely the program is
negative - Biased away from off-balance sheet funding. This seems the
case in 1ight of the progr:amts'tequilOemellt'tl1at'Pl"ospeCiiive .I tcensees sub
mH a development plan which must include;

(iJ A statement of the time, nature and amount of anticipated
investment of capital and other resources which applicant
bel ieves will be required to bring the invention to practical
application; and

un A statement as to the applicant's capability and intention to
fulfill the plan, including i.nformation regarding manufacturing,
marketing, financial, and technical resources.

If a prospective licensee intended to use a RDLP to finance development,
it seems clear that it would have to be set out in its development plan.
If the prospective licensee failed to do so, it would be most difficult
to permit a RDLP's later use if the licensee's plan resulted in the grant
of an exclusive license. This conclusion is based on the fact that the
exclusive license is granted (after public comment) on the condition that
the licensee follow the submitted plan. If the manner of financing
development were to be later altered, this would amount to a major change
in the plan that could be argued to require review of the license grant
including the possibility of additional pUblic comments.
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Memorandum of Understanding

between

The National Institutes of Health

and

The National Technical Information Service

Purnoses

The purpose of this Agreement is to obtain patents

in foreign countries on selected inventions in the

custody o'f the Secretary of Health, Education and

Welfare. The patents will be obtained to protect

the interests of the United States, to encourage com-

mercial utilization of the inventions, and to derive

income from royalties for use of the inventions.

Another purpose of this Agreement is to establish

a program under the existing incentive awards system,

or other authority, which will provide for the paYment

of awards to employees whose inventions are covered

by royalty-bearing licensed applications or pat;.ents-:----
r

'..

Selection of Inventions and Countries

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) shall

recommend to the National Technical Information Service

(NTIS) the inventions in the custody of the Secretary

I
l
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of Health, Education and Welfare that should be covered

by foreign patents and the countries in which patent

applications should be filed on each invention. After

review and evaluation of the inventions recommended

by NIH, NTIS shall select the inventions to be covered

by patents and shall cause the required applications

to be filed in countries selected by NTIS.

It is understood that all inventions in the custody

of the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare

may not be made available under this Agreement.

Transfer of Custody, Funding and Patenting

The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare

shall transfer to the Secretary of Commerce custody

of the inventions in those countries in which patent

applications are to be filed pursuant to this Agree

ment. To the extent of available appropriations, NTIS

shall fund the filing and prosecution of the applications

and the payment of maintenance fees on the resulting

patents. NTIS, however, in its sole discretion may

discontinue the prosecution of any application or

may decline to pay the maintenance fee on any patent

when it is in the public interest to do so. Before

discontinuing prosecution or declining to pay a main

tenance fee, NTIS shall provide NIH with an opportunity

I

l
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to continue the prosecution or to pay the fee.

NTIS shall enter into contracts with private

law firms to assist in the filing and prosecution

of patent applications pursuant to this Agreement,

and by mutual agreement between the parties, may

use the services of NIH staff patent attorneys to

perform tasks involved in the filing and prosecution

of the applications.

Source Evaluation Board

There shall be established a source evaluation

board on which NTIS· and NIH shall be represented.

The board shall:

a. Evaluate the technical acceptability of

private law firms that submit proposals in response

to Department of Commerce requests for proposals on

patent services to be performed under this agreement;

=d

b. Provide the Contracting Officer with a report

on all firms that have submitted an acceptable proposal.

Licensing and Royalties

NTIS and NIH agree to use their best efforts

to seek licensees under the applications that are

filed and the patents that are obtained pursuant to

this Agreement.
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NTIS shall have the sole authority to enter into

license agreements on the applications and the patents.

However, NTIS agrees not to enter into any such agree

ment without prior review and approval of NIH, which

shall be limited to policy considerations of the terms

and conditions of the agreement which may affect pre

sent or contemplated NIH programs.

The license agreements may provide for initial

fees and royalties to be paid by the licensees to

NTIS. The fee and royalty income shall be used to

offset cost of invention screening, selection, and

development; the filing and prosecution of applications;

the maintenance fees on resulting patent; and the ex

penses involved in promoting and licensing applications

and patents so that these tasks shall become self

sustaining to the fullest extent possible. Any

income received in excess of these costs shall be

deposited as miscellaneous receipts in the Treasury.

Awards to Inventors

NTIS shall endeavor to establish a program under

the incentive awards system set forth in 5 USC 4501

4503, or other authority, which would provide for the

payment of incentive awards to inventors whose inventions
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are covered by royalty-bearing licensed applications

or patents. The awards would be made by a board on

which both NTIS and NIH would be represented. The

implementation of this Agreement, however, is not

contingent upon the availability of such an awards

program.

Termination

Either NIH or NTIS may terminate this Agreement

-upon thirty (30) days written notice to the other

party.

In the absence. of a written agreement between

the parties, termination of this Agreement will not

transfer to the Secretary of Health, Education and

Welfare custody of inventions in foreign countries

previously transferred under this Agreement to the

Secretary of Commerce.
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Gentlemen:

Re: Spectrolab - Reissue Patent No. 25,647
Dated September 22, 1964 -
"SOLAR CE.LL SYSTEM"

Our client, the Spectrolab Division of Te;.;:tron
Electronics, Inc., is the owner of certain patents and
patent applications relating to solar cells and solar
cell panels. It is our understanding that your facility
manufactures such products. As a consequence of your
activities in this field

1
you undoubtedly will be

interested in our client s Reissue Patent No. 25,647,
a copy of which is enclosed for your convenient reference.

ELLIOTT & PASTORIZA

Very truly yours,

Assur.ii.ng you find the products you are producing
or are contemplating producing have relevance to Reissue
Patent No. 25,647, our client may be interested in ~rant

ing a license thereunder. In any event, it appeared
desiraole to advise you of Reissue Patent No. 25,647;
our client, of course, will be happy to consider any.
questions you may have with respect to the subject watter
of this patent.

We will look fon~ard ~o hearing from you at
earliest convenience.
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--rIle shadow of Zeta

TWENTY-FIVE years ago Zeta was heralded as proof that science had
tamed the process that powers the hydrogen bomb-s-Fusion. Cheap

electricity would soon be issuing forth from reactors fed by an inexhaustible
resource-seawater. It did not work out like" that, and the world still awaits
that scientific proof (this issue, p 166). The scientists involved blame the
press and its lurid headlines for giving people the wrong impression about
Zeta. Rut if the project's scieutists-e-and the intellectual giants who ran
Britain's nuclear programme at the time-weren't all that sure about the
measurements, why did they call large press conferences (on 23 January,
1953) and flood the scientific press with detailed descriptions of the work?
The answer to these questions lies in the intense international rivalry to be
first with fusion a rivalry that persists to this day. Also still with us is the

I
""imminent" pro~f that fusion will work, not to mention the hyperbolic head

lines. "Scientists achieve nuclear fusion", "US triumph in race to tame
I nuclear .usron", they said when Princeton turned on its large new ex peri-

I
ment t Neu: Scientist, 6 January, p 8). Well, not quite. Maybe next year, or'
~h~ year ~~ter. I!1 the meentimc we can ~ark the annivcrsnrv of Zeta. ~t

I,sn t rewriting history t~f)~Y that the project was a successful one, albeit I,

, less spectacular than nr~"ou(t;It7/1fcf , ;JIJL
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d Free the campus entrepreneurs
I BREATHLESS PHONE calls first thing in the morning; indecipherable

(t, typ.esc~ip~s brjstl~ng with spidery illustrati?TIs;. wll·d~eycd magnetic
levitationists tu rnmg up at reception-New SClentzst has dealt with the

British inventor in his most extreme forms. Lone inventors are hYDO means
all nutters, but we can sympathise with anyone who has to deal with them
all the time. That is one of the jobs of the British Technology Group (BTG),
which the government created in 1980 by merging the National Enterprise
BOord with the National Research Development Corporation. The BTG's job,
according to its latest annual report, is "to promote the development of
technolozv throughout British industry and to advance the use of British
technology throughout the world". To achieve this goal, the BTG has a price
less asset, a "first bite" at the patent rights and market opportunities of
any invention deveJopedin Britain's universities and government research
laboratories.

Now the departments of education and industry-against the wishes of
'j the Treasury-s-want to take away that first bite. They plan to give university

/ researchers the chance to patent and exploit Thelr own inventions (This
Week, p 141). Such a move will provoke howls of rage within the BTG
"Britain will lose the fruits of its research" "where will inventors turn to
for impartial advice"-and so on. But for o~ce-:-the' government is right in
this move to "privatisation". Although it has mended its ways in recent years,
the NRDC deserves some of the criticism that has come its way. It has
been too cemplacent in collecting large sums of money from a few lucrative

1\1
inventions, such as the cephalosporin antibiotics, and has not taken on enough

. risky new ventures. Indeed. its method of taking decisions is inherently
biased toward caution. As one vice-chancellor said to New Scientist this

[/1 week, "a government scientist does not stand to gain anything by backing
a successful idea. But if he recommends support for an idea that does not
work, he will hear all about it:' Caution and innovation do not mix.

So what can be done? First, the government should not abolish the BTG.
li anything, like the Patent Office, it probably needs more staff to deal
properly with new ideas and to advise inventors. Most importantly, it needs"
to be able to tackle the "pre-development gap"-the time between an idea
and a prototype, To develop i.f!.eas at this stage means taking.risky decisions,
so the nTG miiit have the cash to throw after promising ideas. And it must if
be prepared to lose a few million pounds in the process.

Where does this leave scientists at universities? Some innovation-inclined
institutions, such as Salford and Heriot-Watt, already" have the expertise to
put inventions on the market. Others will have to learn, and some will get

i their fingers burned. Without the NRDC to blame, academics will have to
'I take the task of innovation more seriously. The British Technology Group
, should be there to. support them-e-but it should not have a .monopoly on

VI Britain's brains. -~ 0

I .
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Scientists will be set free to sell their inv~ntions ,/ "., "- -."r<: 'L....'V<_~

A model of the
20th-century

.clipper

auxi.lliary propul
ston for comrner
cia-l ships.

Many recent at-
. tempts to r-evive

the "age of sail"
have been infected
wit.lt ~a dewy-eyed

mostalgia for dipper ships. But John
Walker, .the founder and managing direc
aor of the company, says that hard econ
omics should justify his design: "We are
epp.lying the latest marine and aero
space technology to design fullycompu
tensed wingsail systems."

The key word is "computerised". Con
ventional sailing ships cannot be econ
ernie cargo-carriers because of the large
crews that they need. But in Walker's
design, a computer andvservo-motors
keep the sails trimmed. Prutech, an off
shoot of Prudential, is backing it. ::J

spokesman said: '·If the government 1
took away the rnonopclv. the NRDC
would have to be more selective in what
it chose to exploit t his could mean
that some invcrnicns v,' oul d be lost to
the nation."

Reaction ill universities was mixed.
Professor John Ashworth, vice-chancellor
of Salford University, said an end to the
monopoly was inevitable. "Competition ~
will be a good thing, although] suspect
that some academics grossly underesti-
mate the professional skills of the ETC, '
and will get their fingers burned market
ing their own inventions."

Ian Dalton, manager of the successful
research park at Edinburgh's Heriot
Watt University, defended the group.."I
have always found the NRDC a pleasure
to work with ... but perhaps I have a
more businesslike attitude than many." ~~

The fate of the monopoly now lies .\
with the Treasury, which is unhappy I-
with some of Sir Keith's proposals. ,"]

Museum-land's orphan finds a home
The council has since emphasised that

any new arrangements must not make
the Geological Museum any less open to
the public. Moreover, the museum must
keep its stan-ding within the geological
profession through an' advisory panel, to
which NERC wants to be party. And any
new arr-angements must also consider
rbc interests of the museum's staff.

Last wee]: the staff of the Geological.
Museum were told that the administr-a
tors wanted to mer-ge with the Natural
History Museum. The merger would
allow the Natural History Museum to in
corporate its large mineralogical, rock
and fossil departments into its new part
ner's vast collections. The resulting dis
plays could, to coin a phrase, truly oc
come the greatest show on Earth. 0

.'~".'-

TWO of London's most venerated mu-
seums, the Geological Museum in

South Kensington and. its neighbour, the
Natural History Museum, may merge
if the administr-ators of the two rnuse
urns can agree terms.

The Geological Museum is an offshoot
of the Institute of Geological Sciences
end is funded through the Natura'} En
vironment Resear-ch Council (NERC).
But its futur-e has been uncertain since,
three years ago, the headquarters of the
institute moved to Nottingham.

1'0 October theNERC suggested to the
council of the IGS that the museum
should either become independent or
merge with one of its neighbours, the
Natural History Museum or the Science
Museum,

THE PRUDENToIAL Assurance com-
. parry is about to spend £125000 on

a study into wind-powered cargo ships.
The money will go 0111 an invention that
a British company thinks could save ship
owners at Ieast 20 per cent of their fuel
bills.

The company, weaker Wingsail, has
developed an aerofoil sail zhat should
give twice as much. .thrust as a: wind
jammer's rig. The idea Is to provide

Setting sail on wind-power
with-the Pru

found that the NRDC's success rate as
less than half of that chalked up when
a university or industrialist took over
marketing',

But the report found that thel'..:l\DC
had a much better record as -a banker.
The report, "Inventions from non-indus
trial sources," concluded that the
corporation should simply lend money to
inventors, with repayments depending on
the success of the invention.

This kind of role would obviously be
more in keeping with the Conservative
government's non-interventionist stance.

The BTC could not comment 00 the
government moves this week. But a

J
cised for failing to exploit inventions
quickly enough, and for putting a

'bureaucratic stumbling-block in the way
, of innovative scientists. One survey,

carried out for the Leverhulme Trust by
the Polytechnic of Central London,

Michael Cross

T H E GOVERNMENT'S monopoly on
inventions at British universities

and publicly-funded research establlsh
ments seem set to end. In mid-February
the Prime Minister should approve a
plan bX Sir Keith Joseph. the Education
Secretary, to scrap the role of the British
Technology Group (UTC) as a broker
for public-sector research. But scientists
seem uncertain about whether the idea
is good for them-or the nation.

The plan, first proposed by the
Advisory Council on Applied Research
and Development, would allow research

1
councils and individual scientists to get
the chance to patent and market their
own inventions. In the past the arc has
had first refusal on all inventions.

The government formed, the J3.TG in
1981 by amalgamating the National
Enterprise Board with the National
Research Development Corporation. The
group describes its function as "to
develop technology in British industry,
and to advance the use- of British tech
nology throughout the world". Last year
it had ' an income of more than' £26
million, and took on 47 new projects.

But the National Research Develop
ment Corporation has been widely criti·

Britain goosed

A BRITISH attempt to stop the force-,
feeding of geese in France has met.

solid opposition from rote gras lovers in
the European corridors of power.

The environment commission of -the
European parliament, led by Marie
Jeanne Pru\'ot,a French liberal, has
concluded that the practice is not cruel
and that there is no reason to ban it.

Pruvof's report .is in line with the
Council of Europe's findings way back in
1974. But it contradicts a British draft
resolution put to the European parlia
ment .in ,1980 by Labour MEP Richard
Caborn.

Caborn says that the practice of force
feeding (which dates back some 40001
years) is "inhuman and Intoler-able't-c
even if the resulting fatty goose- liver is
such a delicacy.Pruvot, however, cites
a series of scientific findings to show
that geese actually enjoy having their
gullets stuffed with maize. Geese being
force fed actually run to greet the per.
son coming to administer their daily
dose, says Pruvot.

Medicallv-speaking the goose suffers
from boulimia, or a morbid desire for
food. The process of cramming the goose
lasts from eight to 20 days, during which
time the goose is given a helping hand
with swallowing iOO-800 grams of maize
a day.

In some European states it is illegal .
·re-feed geese. Caborn's efforts were

0q bringing other nations into
-vs the British," lamented

foie grasproducers'
______ - Pruvot says that

--~ndO~
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Jenkin seeks end to NRDC research monopoly
An interdepartmental report to ministers, of talks will be held in late June. Coleman
expected shortly, should recommend an end also hinted at possible collaboration with
to the National Research Development Japan.
Corporation's right to first refusal for the Alan earlier hearing, the Science and
exploitation of work carried out with Engineering Research Council's director of
research council funding, according to biotechnology, Dr Geoffrey Potter, also
Secretary of State for industry, Mr Patrick tola the Committee that there. 'are one or
Jenkin. If the report, which is being two sectors where we would like research
prepared by an interdepartmental working proposals, but are not getting them'. SERe
party headed· by the Department of Secretary, Professor John Kingman,
Education -. and . Science, ._ recommends suggested that proposals. may not be
retention of ~.this right by. the British coming forward from universities because
Technology' Group, which lias absorbed . they cannot put 'up their share required
NRDC, Mr Jenkin said he would need a under the dual-support system.
great deal of persuasion that it should be SERC, Kingman said, has a policy of not
accepted.· , shifting the dual-support ':line. (unlike the

Giving evidence last week to the House of Medical Research : Council,' which:earlier
Commons Select Committee on Education, told the Committeeitmightdo so·\-;·.·C&I
Science and Arts enquiry on biotechnology, 1982, p275). 'I don't think it is a lostcause
Mr Jenkin said that the special position of to, try to get more money from the UGC,'
NRDChad acted as a barrier to the transfer _ Kingman told the Committee. 'The
or . technology and the participation of argument for adequate funding will

.academics in industry. Many university eventually prevail.'
departments . Which are doing work of A less sanguine view was taken by several
l~terest to mdu.stry shoul~ have ?etter of the academics giving evidence on behalf
direct contacts with companies, he said, of learned societies. ProfessorS. J. Perry,

Criticism of NRDC's role in fostering from BirminghamUniversity said that the
innovation also carne in an earlier hearing UOC had not been supporting scientific
at which the Committee took evidence from research. adequatelyeven before the present
three learned societies. According to round of cuts. At his own university, cuts
Professor Derek Burke of Warwick had been made across the board and he was
University, NRDC's role in patent losing six out of the 33 academic staff in his
protection had been useful, 'but as middle- department (biochemistry). 'The research
men with industry, they have not been so base is being eroded in avery positive way,'
successful'. Mr Peter King, giving evidence he said. ."" '."" , '.. '.- ,.:,
on behalf of the Society of Chemical Professor Burke suggesredthaturiiver-
Industry, suggested that NRDC's insistence sities would' lose . the : people 'whorcould
on competitive bids from industry had easily get other jobs and ·be left with the less
meant that some inventions were not taken able academlcs, while Professor: Charles
up. ~ Brown suggested that ·-concentration of,

In his evidence, Mr Jenkin said that the funding in centres of excellence could lead
government had implemented almost all the to the erosion of support for the enabling
recommendations made in. the 'Spinks' disciplines' on . which ". 'biotechnology
report on biotechnologr qic. department, depends. ...: ~ ."~. .'
r"~";_<;1.",probablyspend 2.SM/a in Several of the·whn6Sses at that hearing

,/ . -~·'l~~"'1Jt.£l! n given to were sceptical about thevalue of masters'
') Pruteen degree courses in biotechnology. Professor

-jelopment Brown said that they tended to train'Jacks
. of all trades, when the emphasis should be

on trairiing high nyelS'.Peter King said that
the industrial view. is that if someone' is
good, then the company will teach them
their trade. 'The typical MSc course is not
very good - it became popular during the
1960s as a way of avoiding unemployment
for one more year.' At last week's hearing,
Dr Coleman announced that SERC had
now identified a need for half a dozen MSc
courses in biotechnology. Dr, Edward
Parkes, giving evidence on b~half of. the
University Grants Committee, also
emphasised the need for .more acade~c

courses in the field. These should mainly
• '- __ ...l _'L.,. ...
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take account of these moves. and
also the views of several recent
and tortbcominq committees and
working parties that ha~
mented on the poor cornrner
ClbHsaHon 01 publiC research.

Most 01 NRDC s Income comes
irom a lew blockb!!sJiog tcaec

'1'Ons, notably the cephalosporin
drUgs and the Dyrethroid insecti
cietBs. Unfortunately, me p,::nents'

"""""'he cepbalosnorins run Out in
, 983-84. which will mean a loss
of about (8-1 Om pe in revenue
for NROC. equivalent to its whole
1982 surplus. There are projects
in the pipeline that the Corpora
tion is convinced witt be big
money-spinners, but supplying
riSk capital is inherently ex
pensive, and it looks as if NRDC
will have to eat into its (20m
of accumulated reserves.
• Celltech has continued its
rapid development by breaking
into' the Japanese market. The
company has appointed the huge
Sumimotc corporation as its
exclusive agent in Japan for the
next five years." The Japanese
market for diagnostics' is valued at
more than (200m, ano. Celltech
hopes to grab a stake in this with
its .monoclonal antibodies. The
intention, is. to vdevelap.ceasilv
automated' assay systems using
the antibodies. The first products
that Sumimoto is selling, how
ever. are anti-interferon (used 10·r
purification) and an interferon
assay, which could give a market
of (1-2m when commercial ' in
terferon production begins in
Japan in 1984-85.

CJlI::-;I"Tl\Y 1:-: 1I1l1TAI:" llJ:Cl:~lBr.J\ l'1~J

BTG needs political impetus
Will the National Research Development Corporation (NRDe)
keep its monopoly of university and research council-funded
work, and hence maintain its position as the means by which
academic research is cornmerciatised? Its chairman. Sir Freddie
Wood. does not know the answer, and is waiting for a political
initiative to clarify NRDC's future.

In the past couple of years the
old NRDC has been subsumed
into the British Technology
Group (BTG). This is intended to
be a merger of the functions
of NRDC arid the National
Enterprise Board (NEB), and was
foreshadowed by 'the appoint
ment of Wood as chairman of
both bodies in 1981, But
although they are now moving
into one set of offices, have a
corporate logo (and even a cor
porate tie designed by Sir
Freddie) and share the same
board members, NROC and NEB
are still separate legal entities.
There was no sign in the Queen's
speech of any plans to introduce
legislation in the forthcoming
parliamentary session 10 regu
lerise the position, So both bodies
will continue to drift on with the
uncertainty over their future re:
sponsibilities casting a- shadow
on forward planning.

After many changes of role, the
NEB side of the merger seems to
have settled down as a forcing
ground for high technology busi
nesses, NRDC 'has always been
more concerned with aiding pro
jects. and at the moment has its
monopoly 01 pubilcly-fllnded in
ventIons. -Moweverdhe creation

lrr'Celltech to handle Medical
ReS-earch CouncIl-funded inven-

,~r;9yl~a;t~e~aO~o~i~e~h~~
monopoly. A similar company is
planned tor Agricultural Research
Council-funded biotechnology.
Any future legislation regularising
the position of BTG will have.to
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Shell opens the Stanlow SHOP

,.I

,I
I

Storms in
plastic world
When the Rubber and Plastics
Processing Industry Training
Board is wound up on 1 October,
the chairman of its successor will
be Jack Eccles, a leading trade
unionist. The secretary of state tor
employment. Norman Tebbit, an
nounced the appointment at the
end of July and it was irnmedi
etelv greeted .JNjth dismay by the
industry's trade association, the
British Plastics Federation (BPF).

The efF felt that the reor
ganised Plastics Processing
Industry Training Board should
have had an industrialist at its
bead.. to maintain the industry's
confidence. Jack Eccles is a
member of the Executive Council
of the General and Municipal
Work.ers' Union and one of its
regional secretaries. He has been
a member of the TUC General
Council since 1973.

• The BPF was lucky still to be in
existence to complain to the
minister. Speaking at the AGM,
BPF's president. George Howd of
Shell Chemicals, described 1981
as 'probably the most traumatic
year in the Federation's 49 year
history', The effects of an over
ambitious programme and over
staffing were made far worse by
an 'illegal diversion of BPF funds'
by a 'trusted senior official',

It was touch and go whether
the Federation would survive into
this year, but a slimmed dcwn
permanent staff and new
management controls should pull
it round. The BPF had planned to
move out of its prestige Belqrave
Square premises, but negotiat
ions with a possible replacement
tenant fell through, and the
Federation does not now plan to
move.

Two years on from me SPinKS report on motecnnotoov, a
British biotechnological industry is beginning to take shape.
Such a 'high tech' area is crucially dependent on its research
base, but there are fears that this base is crumbling.

A couple of years ago. the tisrs should be freer to take their
politicians feared that Britain was inventions to the commercial j
lagging behind in biotechnology world and to hold industrial /
because of a lack. at investment- consultancies. ,
our researchers were producing; However, there is a fly in the
more ideas than the small band of ointment-the Committee has
entrepreneurs could take up. Now uncovered va great deal of ob-
that suonq research basis is structlveness' from the MRC
itself threatened by lack of during the birth of Celhech. The
investment-in the form of uni- report recommends that this
versitv cuts and the squeeze on should be urqentlv investigated _,
public sector research. before the Agrkultural Research

The House of Commons' new Council goes ahead with plans to :
Education, Science and Arts set up its own Celltech analogue, I

Committee, in taking up the work Lastly, the importance of 'catch- J

on biotechnology started by its ing 'em young' is stressed, The
predecessor. was so worried by report does not suggest that bio-
this erosion of the foundations of technology should be taught in
innovation that it has rushed out schools-their role is to provide a
an interim report dealing with this sound basis in physical and bl-
aspect alone." . ological sciences-but an aware-

At the heart of the matter are ness of the applications of bio-
some of the same problems that logy should be inculcated, per-
other committees have been in- haps by industrial visits,
vestigating recently: the dual sup
port system for the universities,

.end the lack of a coherent UK
policy for science. 'The lack. of
coordination in governmental ac
tivities in relation to biotech
nology noted by Spinks', says the
Committee, 'seems to be but a
reflection of a greater lack of co
ordination in the management of
science generally'. Most of the
innovations come Out of univer
sities and polytechnics, bot
because of cuts in the University
Grants Committee (UGC)
budget. thfSresearch is being ·ad:·
versely affected and the UGC has

, already had to provide £800000
specially earmarked to protect
centres of excellence in bic
technology.

Although the research is carried
cut in academic institutions, the
'lead' ministry is the Department
of Industry (DOI)-yet the
Committee discovered that there
is no formal.channel of communi
cation between the 001 and
UGC ..Nine of the Committee's 21
recommendations are connected
with this gaping hole in
academic-industry links. The .re
search councils are also advised
to step up their support of re
search outside the UGC remit,
both through research funds and
through CASE awards and other
postgraduate studentships. teach
ing companies etc. The 001
should be looking at tax incen
tives to encourage research in
industry.

, Getting academic research out
'into industry is a notorious prob-
, lem. Criticism of' the National'
I Research Development Corpor- \
I ation (NRDC) has been rife end, i
I indeed, its monopoly of public J

I, sector inventions has already
been deliberately broken by the

\ establishment of Celltech to com
i mercialise Medical Research

)
. Council (MRC) research. The

Committee recommends that
NRDC's successor, the British
Technology Group (BTG)" -- -I
should have its monopoly re-! Corrigendum
moved, and that academic scien-! Gow-Mac's new katharo- I

.. m;t,er is the .model 40-2Q~.'_L-

[another useful mark.et. The SHOP

~
rocess is flexible enough to pro
uce tailored alkenes in the C6 to
, B range, and oppcrtunitles

could open up for several of these
ip other areas.
\ Keith Walley praised the man
a~ing engineers, Foster Wheeler,
tor getting the plant built on time
and within budget. despite pro
blems like the 1981 steel strike,
bat! weather and bottlenecks in
the.supply of some equipment. Of
the: materials supplied, 80 per
cen\ by value came from the UK.,
Jenkin attacks cartel
Performing the official opening of
Shell'snew plant at Stanlcw, the
secretary of state for industry,
Patrick 'Jenkin, took the oppor
tunity to', criticise recent sugges
tions tbatvthe EEC should sanct
ion a 'crisis cartel' amongst the
European petrochemical, manu
facturers, Although prohibited by
the Treaty of '13ome, similar cartels
have been set-up, with EEC per
mission, to help the steel and
,.,vlil" i .... .-I•• c.t~i"'.i:: .ll>nltinc: nPeliPeves
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Until now Shell has been pro
ducing its linear olefins yalkenes)
by cracking waxes, usuallv from
Nigerian crude oil: at itj; plants in
France and Holland. 1'he sources
of suitable waxes ,!nave been
dwindling in recent years, and the
process is greedy In its use of
energy. The SHOP process uses
ethylene as its feedstock, which
wilt be abundantly available when
the Shelt/Esso eihvtene cracker at
Mossmorran cernes on stream. A
prototype SHOP plant is currently
being operated"by Shell in the US,
proving the "efficiency and via
bility of the process.

With MOsSmorran still a few
years from /comprencn and the
recent ICI-BP deal reducing the
ethylene glut. Shell has tempor
arily reprieved its naphtha cracker
at Carrington. which was due 10
close. .'

The newly comrmsstcned
Siantow plant was officially
opened a few weeks ago, and
next year it should reach its
design capacity of 170000
.~~~""" ......., "'1'"1-,,, h,dl.- rof Ihic ... ''' ....''1

.;:. ,.'

When the She Chemicals board sanctioned £~om of invest·
ment at Stanlo on a Shell Higher Olefin P cess (SHOP)
plant. the petro hernical industry was in a re sonably happy
state. That was i 1978; since then the 'seco d oil shock' has
stood the industry n its head, Would Shell sf I make the Same
decision'today, kn wing about overcapacity

The answer to tha question, which Shell ~ currently active, so
according to Shell hemicals the plant ~mPletes,the integra-
UK's managing direct r, Keith tion of thes businesses from the
Walley, is a categorical's'. The North Sea 0 the end user, SHOP
new plant is 'the very ind of can alsop ovide co-monomer for
investment we need to lp us linear 11 density polyethylene
through o~r present difficul [es'clt (LLDPE) if required, Although
is more efficient than the pi nts It Shell h no current plans to
replaces. it uses a more dely move i(lto LLDPE production
available (indeed, cverabun nt) itself. several other European
feedstock, and it opens ew manutecturers are actively build-
opportunities downstream. ing plants and may represent

EWS
REVIEW

'i."



National Technical Information Service
Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology
Eatent Licensing

/'1) ~

CUR's Office of Federal Patent Licensing conducts the most active licensing program in the Federal
Government. The program started in 1976 under cooperative agreements wtth the Departments of Health,
Agriculture, Interior, and Commerce. Beginning in 1982 when licensing revenues approached $155,000,
emphasis was placed on increasing exclusivity in new licenses so that companies would have maximum in 
centive to invest their own funds in rapid commercialization. In FY 1986, licenses on new inventions were 65%
exclusive. Recent activity is shown in the chart below.

In FY 1986, revenues tripled those of FY 1985, totaling $4.8 million, nearly $4 million over program costs.

CUFT's Office of Federal Patent Licensing
FY 1983 - 86 Activity

lllIal
168

52
116

81

Nooexdysjye

86
49
37

64

61

476

$8.1 million

$565 million

Exclusive and eo:eXC1ysjve

82
3

79

17

Licenses granted
... on previously licensed inventions
... on new inventions

Licenses granted 1976 - 1982

Inventions Publicized
(Excluding those from DOD, DOE NASA)

Inventions foreign filed to protect overseas
marketing rights

Fees and Royalties received

Commercialization pledges

The agencies for which CUFT licenses generate about 10% of the Government's patents. As shown below.
these CUFT licenses accounted for 33% of the licenses granted and 83% of the revenues for all agencies in FY
1984. It also is evident that the overall rate of use of Federal patents has doubled from the 1976 4% rate cited in
a study prepared by the Federal Council for Science and Technology. Both CUFT and NASA have reached the
25-30% level which is equivalent to the best universtty programs.

CUFT also maintains a strong foreign patenting program. Its foreign patents now provide protection against
foreign competition for about $60 million in export sales of U.S. licensees. Wtthout this effort, foreign
companies could use the U.S. Government technology covered in these patents wtthout benefit to the United
States.

Federal Patent Licensing Activity'
FY 1984

12/86

~

10.7%

Licenses!
Patents Ratio

2.0%
11.3%

27%

Fees and
Royalties

$24,000
$53,700
$98,000

$868000
$1,044,000

~

140'"

Licenses
Granted

16
25
33

844
220
122

Annual Average
Patents Issued ••

Defense
Energy
NASA
NTIS/CUFT (For Health,
AgriCUlture, Commerce,
Interior, and others)

Licensing
Agency

12.1
1307

• Based uponan August 1985GAOreport(GAO/RCED-85-94).
•• This averagecoversan elevenyear period.
••• Includes 30 royalty-free, non-exclusive licenses granted by Agriculture and Interior.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT DF COMMERCE
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield. Virginia 22161
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM TO: D. Bruce Merrifield
Assistant Secretary for Productivity,

Technology, and Innovation

SUBJECT: Patent Licensing

Historically, the foreign competitors of U.S. industry have
had virtually unrestricted and free access to the results of
R&D performed in government laboratories. In recent years,
however, the NTIS Patent Licensing Program has developed an
active foreign filing component to protect overseas markets
for U.S. industry. Nearly half of the licenses granted by
NTIS include foreign patent rights.

Unfortunately, the government continues to lose significant
foreign rights, partly as the result of outdated Commerce
regulations.

Thirty-five years ag9, the Secretary of Commerce was given
government-wide responsibility for the foreign filing and.
licensing of government inventions. This authority was \
rarely exercised due to our favorable trade balance and
economic strength. In 1954, Commerce published regulations
allowing inventors to receive foreign patent rights if the
government does not foreign file within six months of the
U.S. filing date. '

Some agencies rely on this regulation to permit their employees
to privately exploit their inventive work without restriction.
Developments as diverse as medical and agricultural technology
and weapons systems have been sold exclusively to foreign
companies. Thus, U.S. companies have been denied access to
foreign markets with developments paid for by corporate tax
dollars. NTIS has recently been unable to give U.S. companies
worldwide licenses because of inventors' elections to sell
their foreign rights.·

The Licensing Program relies upon cooperating agencies for
timely disclosure of recently filed U.S. patent applications.
Disclosure usually occurs well after U.S. filing, leaving
little time for NTIS' technical and market evaluations and
consultations with industry to make foreign filing decisions.



After six months, NTIS has to petition inventors to recover
foreign rights for the government. There is considerable
opportunity for inventors to pursue sweetheart deals; in a
typical week, the Naval Research Laboratories had more than
180 visitors from Germany and Japan, but none from U.S.
companies.

In the long term, there are a number of inventors' rights
issues which are properly addressed by OPTI's Patent Policy
group. For example, stimulation of the economy through
incentive licensing is not a justification for rights acquisitions

-under Executive Order 10096, which controls pOlicies government
wide.

\

In the short term, and with your concurrence, ~e will amend
the troublesome regulations as indicated in the enclosed
Action Paper. They are currently part of the PTa's Title 37
C.F.R. but the authorities for the regulations have been
clearly delegated to NTIS by the Secretary. PTa Solicitor
Nakamura and the Department's Patent Counsel, OGC have
agreed that NTIS has the authority to proceed with changes

at are deemed appropriate.

~l~;
Acting Director

cc: Egils Milbergs~
Norman Latker



PATENT LICENSING PROGRAM

.Action Paper

I

Issues: Obsolete and inoperative DoC reguiations are
barrier to licensing. :

I

Government employees can refuse t@ relinquish
foreign patent prerogatives often! acquired by
failure of agencies to exercise foreign
filing options.

U.S. companies are denied foreign I use of U.S.
government technology.

Background: 1947 - E.O. 9865 gave Secretary, DoC government
wide responsibility for foreign p~tent filing .
and licensing.

1950 - E.O. 10096 transferred Secretary's "9865"
responsibilities to Government Patents Board.

I •

1954 - DoC promulgated rules under PTO's Title. \
37 (Sections 101 and 102) citing 1'9865" authority:

- Secretary to license foreikn patents
with approval of Government Patents Board.

. ,

-Secretary to consult agenc~es to determine
when government should for~ign file.

I

- foreign rights left to inv~ntors when
government did not foreign! file wi thin
6 months of U.S. filing da~e.

I

1961 - E.O. 10930 abolished Government Patents
Bo.ard and officially transferred 1'9865"
functions back to Secretary.

1974 - Secretary delegated "9865" responsibilities
to NTIS (DOO 30-7B).

1980- P.L. 96-517 extended to aIil agencies
"9865" authorities previously reserved to DoC.



~.

Status of
1954 Regs: Inconsistent and nonuniform agency application.

Partially obsolete since 1961 abolishment of
Patents Board.

PTO performs no relevant functions.

Authorities delegated to NTIS.

Inoperative since July 1981 (P.L.96-sl7).

Agencies free to develop separate policies.
- .."..,.....~".

Recommend: Publish FedeYal Register notice deleting 37 C.F.R.
101 and 102.

This. will remove DoC's endorsement, as lead agency,
for six month foreign rights option which agencies
and employee inventors assert.

Pubiish, as part of Title 15 DOC~atent licensing
regs, new rUle which lengthens period government
can opt toforqign file employee inventions.

This rule should include the Awards Program
for Federal Inventors which extends the
benefits of NTIS licensing successes to
employees of agencies with cooperative
licensing arrangements with DoC.



Should the Government Centralize Patent Licensing Activities

There are a dozen federal agencies which regularly obtain patents.

Potential industry licensees are confronted with almost as many

licensing policies, and varying degrees of cooperation in securing

patent licensing rights from the government. Some agencies still do

not grant exclusive licenses as a matter of policy.

While more contractors are being given rights to their own

inventions, agencies continue to have considerable numbers of

inventions flowing into the Government's patent portfolio from

federal employees and, occasionally, from contractors who are

uninterested in retaining ownership.

In the past, most government patents were obtained for defensive

purposes to avoid payment of royalties for technology developed at

government expense. The inventions covered by defensive patents are

intended to meet unique agency needs.

The patent staffs of agencies filing defensive patents are primarily

concerned with agency mission; licensing is, at best, a secondary

consideration. These staffs do not possess the incentives,

resources, technical skills, or industry perspectives to cull

valuable inventions from the mass of defensive filings and

effectively market results. While some agencies do have staffs

whose job it is to promote agency developed technology, these staffs

are not responsible for patent licensing.
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Some of the patented inventions of government agencies could be of

significant value for industrial and commercial development.

However, screening inventions, identifying potential users, and

promoting and negotiating licenses to achieve expeditious

development requires unique, market-oriented capabilities not

broadly available in government.

To be successful, a patent licensing activity must develop highly

specialized skills, maintain extensive contacts throughout the

scientific and manufacturing communities, and provide enough good

wares in its invention inventory to attract the attention of serious

prospective licensees. Individually, agencies do not possess the

"critical mass" of experience or good inventions necessary for

viable programs.

The research activities of some agencies overlap. Today, access to

related patents of different agencies (and sometimes to related

patents of the same agency) may require multiple negotiations.*

Preferably, an interested firm or cooperative R&D consortium should

be able to "one-stop-shop" for valuable domestic and foreign patent

rights from the government.

*A few agencies transfer foreign patent rights to another federal

agency but retain domestic patent administration, requiring

interested firms to undertake separate proceedings to acquire

-----effect-iv-e-w-O-rldwide cover age.
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When conducting research, universities are more like government than

industry, they produce patentable ideas but do not manufacture

commerical products. In order to link research results to

commerical utilization, universities have developed licensing

functions to screen and market inventions. Foreign governments have

also recognized the benefit of agressive licensing operations;

successful foreign programs boast of significant commerical

development and millions of dollars of royalty return to the

governments. The United States is virtually the only major

industrialized country without centralized licensing activities.

The National Technical Information Service (NTIS) performs

centralized licensing functions for several agencies which

voluntarily transfer patents to it. We propose to extend the

university and NTIS concept to the government as a whole. This

would result in a single unit for screening, promoting and licensing

inventions with high commerical potential.

A central capability could contribute significantly to the process

of identifying inventive concepts which warrant full patent coverage

and commerical exploitation.

Recomendation: The Federal government should establish a single

unit to administer its patents which have significant commerical

potential. This unit would have patent screening, marketing,

and---l-i<:-en-s-e---aGministration as its pr imary responsbili ties.



Should the Government Centralize Patent Licensing Activities

There are a dozen federal agencies which regularly obtain patents.

Potential industry licensees are confronted with almost as many

licensing policies, and varying degrees of cooperation in securing

patent licensing rights from the government. Some agencies still do

not grant exclusive licenses as a matter of policy.

While mOre contractors are being given rights to their own

inventions, agencies continue to have considerable numbers of

inventions flowing into the Government's patent portfolio from

federal employees and, occasionally, from contractors who are

uninterested in retaining ownership.

In the past, most government patents were obtained for defensive

purposesX to avoid payment of royalties for technology developed at

government expense. The inventions covered by defensive patents are

intended to meet unique agency needs~

The patent staffs of agencies filing defensive patents are primarily

concerned with agency mjssion; licensing is, at best, a secondary

consideration. These staffs do not possess the incentives,

resources, technical skills, or industry perspectives to cull

v

valuable inventions from the mass of defensive filings and
WHIL~

effectively market results. ~ some agencies do have staffs

whose job it is to promote agency developed t~chnology/ ~ese

staffs are not responsible for patent licensing.
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Some of the patented inventions of government agencies could be of

significant value for industrial and commercial development.

However, screening inventions, identifying potential users, and

promoting and negotiating licenses to aChieve expeditious

development requires unique, market-oriented capabilities not

broadly available in government.

To be successful, a patent licensing activity must develop highly

specialized skills, maintain extensive contacts throughout the

scientific and manufacturing communities, and provide enough good

wares in its invention inventory to attract the attention of serious

prospective licensees. Individually, agencies do not possess the

·critical mass· of experience or good inventions necessary for

viable programs.

The research activities of some agencies overlap. Today, access to

related patents of different agencies (and sometimes to related

patents of the same agency) may require multiple negotiations.*

Preferably, an interested firm or cooperative R&D consortium should

be able to ·one-stop-shop" for valuable domestic and foreign patent

rights from the government.

*A few agencies transfer foreign patent rights to another federal

agency but retain domestic patent administration, requiring

interested firms to undertake separate proceedings to acquire

effective worldwide coverage.
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When conducting research, universities are more like government than

industry; they produce patentable ideas but do not manufacture

commerical products. In order to link research results to

commerical utilization, universities have developed licensing

functions to screen and market inventions. Foreign governments have

also recognized the benefit of agressive licensing operations;

successful foreign programs boast of significant commerical

\

development and millions of dollars of royalty return to the
5

governmen~. The United States is virtually the only major

industrialized country without centralized licensing activities.

The National Technical Information Service (NTIS) performs

centralized licensing functions for several agencies which

voluntarily transfer patents to it. We propose to extend the

university and NTIS concept to the government as a whole. This

-.E--

would result in a single unit for screening)promoting and licensing

~ inventions with high commerical potential.

A central capability could contribute significantly to the process

of identifying inventive concepts which warrant full patent coverage

and commerical exploitation.

Recomendation: The Federal government should establish a single

unit to administer its patents which have significant commerical

potential. This unit would have patent screening, marketing,

and license administration as its primary responsbilities.
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September 17, 1982

Mr. William Miller
35 East 75th Street
New York, N. Y. 10021

Dear Bill,
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Assistant Secretary for Productivity,
Technology and Innovation
Washington, D.C, 20230

(202) 377-1984

As you requested I asked the National Technical Information
Service to search the Tech Notes and Government-owned inventions
file in Energy Storage, Batteries and Transportation. NTIS
came up with. the attached eleven abstracts. A description
of the NTIS patent licensing program is also attached.

In addition, we did a run of NASA inventions that are available
for licensing. Three battery-related inventions are identified.
Finally, Norm Latker of my staff suggested two individuals
you may want to contact who maintain information on patents
available for licensing:

Dr. Willard Marcy
Research Corporation
405 Lexington Avenue, 38th floor
New York, N. Y. 10174-0370 Tel: 212-907-9400

Mr. Robert Siegel
University P~tents, Inc.
P.O. Box 6080
Norwalk, CT 06852 Tel: 203-846-3461

I hope tms is helpful. Give my regards to Jimmy stewart.

g:~
Egils Milbergs
Director, Office of
Productivity, Technology
and Innovation

Attachments

;~ k 7w)~h/'-- ~r:ldt..-<l-",--t--.



e , NTIS PATENT LICENSING ~ROGRAM

Summary

This NTIS program locates entrepreneurial firms willing to
invest in unused patented government owned inventions if
given the incentive of a patent license. After a four-year
induction period to build inventory, gain experience and
obtain national recognition, the increasing flow of royalty
income from 71 :iicensesalready negotiated will, by 1985,
offset costs and thereafter return millions of dollars
annually to the Government.

Of paramount importance is the stimulation of the national
economy. As of March 1981, the incentives provided by license
agreements already signed or in final negotiation have
induced private sector commitments to invest approximately
$~O million in further R&D and $84 million in new plant
investment, adding possibly 2,000 new jobs to the productive
work force. With five years of the program induction period
completed, significant innovative stimulation of the economy
through dormant government patent rights is assured.

Details

Prior to 1960, Government agencies conducting research and
development filed for U.S. patents primarily for defensive
purposes, and, upon infrequent request, these were licensed
nonexclusively and royalty-free. As of 1972, only the AEC
~d NASA were doing appreciable foreign filing and licensing
to protect valuable government technology against unlicensed
foreign use.

Patents available nonexclusively to all provide an incentive
to none. Promotion and marketing of patented technology had
been negligible at most agencies. These factors contributed
to a less than 5% licensing and utilization rate of Government
inventions by the private sector.

In 1972, pursuant to the earlier Executive Order 9865, the
President directed the Secretary of Commerce to obtain
foreign patents on Government inventions and promote utiliza
tion through exclusive licensing. In 1973 and 1975, the
Administration issued patent licensing regulations authorizing
exclusive licensing of Government inventions, thereby,
permitting valuable property rights to become an incentive
for business entrepreneurs to attract venture capital,
launch new products, expand business, and create new.jobs.
The Administration launched a small interagency program at
NTIS to publicize and promote all government inventions.
Cooperatively, the Departments of Agriculture, Interior,
HHS, Air Force and the VA and NSF pooled their latent foreign
rights with those of Commerce into the NTIS program of

i
,
I

~.
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invention evaluation, selective foreign filing, marketing,
licensing, and incentive awards for federal inventors (to
stimulate practical and commercial awareness among scientists
in the cooperating agencies). This now provides a sufficient
critical mass of good patented technology to sustain an
efficient program of promotion and licensing. The centralization
which has already occurred is yielding substantially greater
utilization of Government invention technology.

Through royalty income to the Government, the program was
planned to become self-supporting and recoup substantial
technological expenses for the Government. A prototype for
the program was provided by the non-profit Research Corpora
tion of New York, which secured a similar critical mass by
managing inventions for over 40 universities generating
patents from research grants and contracts. After a long
induction period, royalty income reached the $2 million
level by 1976. In 1981, royalty income of $6.5 million
returned $4.5 million to the universities. This equates to
the creation of about $200 million in new business and many
thousands of new jobs.

In England, the National Research Development Corporation's
annual patent royalty income did not exceed $2.0 million for
many years. Then the critical mass of experience and growing
invention inventory pushed through the barrier, increasing
royalties to $40 million.- NRDC estimates annual private
sector sales created by their licenses to be $250 million in
the U.K., in addition to even greater new sales abroad.

i
,
I

The NTIS licensing program is a small program staffed by
three professionals. It filed its first patents to protect
foreign property rights for U.S. industry in 1976. The
foreign patent inventory has increased to about 700 patents
and over~OO are unde~ license, primarily to U.S. companies.
By culling the portfolio and selectively filing new inventions,
the utilization rate will steadily increase.

The licensing program issued its first royalty bearing
license in Fy'77. Approximately ~50,000 in execution fees
and annual minimums has been collected but royalties based
on actual commercial sales have yet to be realized. The
average lead time from patent filing to issuing a license is
more than three years with two or three more years to first
commercial sales. The first royalties based on actual
commercial sales will start accruing in Fy'82. Program
costs will be offset by licensing revenues after FY'83 with
annual royalties forecast to return $1 million to the U.S.
Treasury by FY'85.

If additional information on the NTIS patent licensing
program is desired, contact the Program Manager on
(703) 487-4732.



• UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT DF COMMERCE
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161

July 1982

NTIS Patent Licensing

The National Technical Information Service (NTIS) has adopted the patent
licensing regulations of the General Services Administration as amended
on July 1, 1981 in response to Public Law 96-517. The regulations
require that applications for both exclusive and nonexclusive licenses
must be supported by a development and marketing plan which, under the i
law, is kept confidential. Copies of the regulations may be obtained .
from the NTIS Office of Government Inventions and Patents (address
below).

When NTIS acquires custody of an invention from the agency which performed
the research, it announces the availability of licenses. Nonexclusive
licensing has preference, but exclusive licenses may be granted if no
acceptable candidates apply within three months. Exclusive licensees
are selected on the basis of capability and intent to benefit the public
by furthering technical and market development of the technology. A
notice of intent to grant an exclusive license must be published in the
Federal Register sixty days prior to issuance. Exclusivity may be
limited to field of use and territory.

All licenses provide for royalty return to the government. Royalty
amounts are subject to negotiation between licensees and NTIS. License
agreements specify an execution fee and a percentage of sales resulting
from license use. Annual minimum fees are specified for exclusive
licenses and all foreign licenses to help defray foreign filing, prosecution
and maintenance costs. Annual progress reports are required prior to
commercialization. Thereafter, reports on sales and royalties due must
be submitted semiannually.

The duration of
of the patent.
this period may
causes, such as

a license is negotiable, but may extend until the expiration
Exclusive licenses are usually limited to five years but
be extended. Licenses may be revoked for specific
breach or nonperformance.

•

NTIS will take action to protect its patent rights against infringement.
NTIS may grant the exclusive licensee the right of enforcement of the
licensed patent. If NTIS cannot halt the infringement within twelve
months or the Government has not filed suit against the infringer by
that time, the licensee's obligation to pay royalties is suspended.

Rights granted under patent licenses may be assigned only to affiliates
owned or controlled by the licensee and the licensee's successors in
interest.

For further information contact: Program Manager
Office of Government Inventions and Patents
National Technical Information Service
P.O. Box 1423
Springfield, Virginia 22151

(703) 487-4732
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Sample Citation and Ordering Information
,

National Bureau of Standards, Washinston, DC.
Lab.*Naval Electronic SYstems Command, Washinston, DC.

National Ensineerins
(004692218)

Performing or Sponsoring
Organization

;>

Title

.>:
Measurements for Microwave

Price Codes
(See enclosed table
for Dollar values)

/
PC A05/MF A01

Semiconductor Measurement Technolosy:
Mixers

Order Number
(Used to order
reports from NTIS)

/
PB80-1.<!.6952 NTIS Pr·ices:

DC.

Issue Announced by NTIS

Pace Count

18014e»

AUTHOR: Kenney, James M.
Final N'F't. 1 Jan 70-31 Mar 74
G1215E3 Fld: 14B, 9E, 49

F~b 80......~~9~.~O~F'~..~.~~~~~~~::==:__==:=~====~~~~~~:~~~~ReF't No: NBS SF' 400 16 Date Report Written
SF'onsored in F'art by Naval Electronic SYstems Command, Washinston,
Library of Consress catalos card no. 79-600161.

Abstract: The measurement of mixer conversion lo~s using ¥eriodic or
incremental modulation of the local oscillator, and the evaluation and
minimization of the associated sYstematic and random uncertainties, are
discussed in terms of an X-band mixer measurement sYstem constructed at
NBS. It is shown that the sYstematic uncertainty in the incremental
modulation method of measuring conversion loss results largely from the
uncertainties in the calibration of microwave attenuation and power. It is
also shown that the modulation (F'eriodic modulation) and incremental
(incremental modulation) methods of measuring conversion loss are
essentially identical, the only F'racti~al distinction beins in the somewhat
different instrumentation required by the different modUlation rates.
Several improvements in the periodic and incremental modulation techniques
are introduced. Novel circuits for measurins intermediate-frequencY outF'ut
conductance and local-oscillator return loss are described which maY also
be useful for other immittance measurements.

If a report is available from NTIS please use the following
information to help in ordering. All orders should be
sent to: NTIS. 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.

Availability. NTIS products can be available in one cr
more of the following terms:
,,_ C"r. CCl",.,' ...IN O"9'~" ••"....... '!PD',", ... ""..0_
". ....1>1................oeM ....., !<It ...11~"'... I.......' •• 60"1:""",ot~", can l>O 3~"",,'"
,~.

"'_'''' r..... Tap.c... " 1....<0. ZOll. ~S6. IN IlOO!>po.OdlI", ....... ".,<ty; ", ,........ toO
0' 'WObCo 00<1"a'...
Ordering. The form(s) available is indicated in the
primary entry: PC = paper copy: MF Of Fiche =
microfiche: Microfilm (user scecttv Cartridge. reel. etc);
Mag 'teee e magnetic ,tape (user specuy recording
mode). Be sure to soecuv ocuone wanted.
Payment. Prepaying. usmq an NTIS DepOSIt Account.
or a c.harg~ account. SPeeds Order processing. Be sure
payment and order are sent together. Checks. payable
to NTIS. must be In U.S. dOilars.
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and Space Administr·ation, Washinstr..n, DC.

Improved BatterY Chap9~p fop Electric Vehicles:
significantly reduce ripple and EM!

subscribin~.to Tech Notes,

National Aeronautics
NTIS Tech NQte.
G6086A4 Fld: 10C.
D~c 81 lp
For information abdu
Deptb

1::::F,97i"I, 85H d:3207

Polyphase chopper -circuit would

please write NTIS Subscription

~..-

,.
~i:
l
t:

[
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Abstract~ This citation summarizes a one-page announcement of technology
available fQ~ utilization. While the sinsle-phase ~'boost chopper/ is already
superior to most ,conventional battery charsers for electric vehicles, a Proposed
poly-phase version is e~(pectedto s tve eVE-'n b-etter p-er,formance .. Ca lc u j a t ions
show that when thE number of choppers is increased to tWI), three, O~ mo~e,

ripple and electroma9n~tic interference "(EMI) a~e substantially reduced and
efficiency is imp~oved. The baiic,advantases of the boost choPFer--compactness,
.hi9h efficiency, and power factors approach ins unitY--al~e ~etainedk.• ".FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In~uiriesconcerning rights for the commerci.l use of
this invention should be addressed to the Patent Courlsel, NASA Resident Office
,JPL" ~J~t F'populsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA .. Rl2'1:<:.'lw. to NF'O-:t4964.
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PB;~; 1·,,';"1'70:347 NTIS Prices: Subsc~iption

Evaluation
data of an

of Electric-VEhicle-Propulsion System: Tests reve~l the
automatic transmission, motor controller, and de motor

pe r· f':lr-man ce

please write NTIS Subscription

•Army Materiel Development and Readines. Command.
the Army, Washington, DC.
NTIS Tech Note.
G5591E4 Fld: 13F.85H,97Ld8202
Noy 81 lp
F"or information about 5ubscribins to Tech Notes,
Di~ pt.

A1E':;<afldr-ia., VA.*Department of

Abstract: This citation summarizes a one-page announcement of technolosv
available for utilization~ A reportbv the U"S. Army Mobility Equipment Research
and D~velopment command discusses the p~ocedures and results of the performance
€valuation of an experimental electric-p~opu15ion sYstem. "The propulsion sYstem
is powered by' sixteen b-volt traction batteri~s~ A thyr'istor COl1tpoller actuated
by a foot throttle controls the voltase applied to a de series field motor" rat~d

.at 10 hp (7.3 kW) at 3,800 rpm~ The sYstem also includ~s a th~ee-speed automatit
transmission~ The objective was to determine the comme~cial applicability,
maintainability, and ene~9Y utility of the sYstem to establish a desi9n base for
tMa farther development of this or a similar system. n •• FOR ADDITIONAL
INFCIRMATION: Detailed~infdrmation about thetechno1c l 9 Y described n)av be obtained
by ,)rderins the NTIS ~eport, order number: AD-A080655, price code: PC A13 or
contact Project officer Eberhart Reimers (202) 252-1488.

?
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Erle~9Y Buffer fo~ Resenerative Brakins: HVdropneumatic ene~9Y-storage brakins
s~~stem$ can increase the range o~ elect~ic vehicles

D-ep'ar-tfTti".~nt of Energy, Washin9tofl, DC.
NTI:::: Tech Note ,
G5102G1 Fld: 13F, 85H 08123
..Ju n :31 1p
For information about 5ubs~ribin9 to TQch Notes,
D~~ pt.

ple".s,~ uir i t e NTI:; S;ubscription

Abstr"act: This citation summarizes a one-page announcement of technolosY
available for utilization. A hvdroFneumatic enersY buffe~ was identified as the
best candidate to extend the ranse of electric vehicles under stop-and-eo
driving, according to an assessment of various units available for near-term
cCimIT~21~cialization~ The study indicated that an off-the-shelf hyd~opneumatic

sYstem can i~c~ea5e the range of a1,360-ks, lealj/acid-batterv pOiDered vehicle
by 5 percent. • •• FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Detailed information ab~ut the

.technolo9Y d~scpibed maY be obtained bY orderins the NTIS report, order number:
DOE/NASA/0048-79/1. price code: PC A07.
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PATENT'-4 270 806 NTIS Prices: Not available NTIS
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( 0526':.1000)Depa~tment ofEne~9y,'Washin9ton, DC.

AUTHOR: Mericle, G. E.; Venkataperumal,R: R.
Pa.h?nt
064::';:;::14 Fl d.: 13F, 13G, 85H, 941; 97L, ".lOA GRAI:::211
Filed 9 AU9 79, patented 2 Jun 81 ip
Rept No: PAT-APPL-6-065 033
_.Supersedes PAT-APPL-6-065 033._
This Government-owned invention available fo~ U.S. licerlsins and, p6ssiblv, fo~

fa~ei9n licensing. COpy of patent available Commissioner of Patents, Washington,
DC 202:;: 1 $(J" 50.

C0mbj.n~d Hyd~aulic and Regene~ative B~akin9 SYstem

Abstract~ A combined hYdraulic and regene~ative brakins sYstem and method is
disclosed for an electric vehicle. The brakins sYstem beins resP0i1sive to the
applied hYdraulic pressure in a brake line to control the braking of th~ ~ehicle

.to be completelY hYdraulic UP to a first level of brake line pressur'e, to be
partially hYdraulic ata constant brakins force and partially rege~erative at a
linea~ly inc~easin9 braking force from the first level of apPlied brake line
pressure to a hisher second level of brake line preSSUI~~, to be partially
hYd~aulic at a linearly iMcreasins braking force and partiallvreaenerative at a
linearly decreasing brakins force from the second level of applied line pressure
to a third and hisher level of applied line pressure, and to be completely

,hYdraulic at a linearly increasins braking for'ce from the,third level to all
higher apPlied lev~ls of line pressur'e~ CERA (:it~tion 07=011171)

..~,
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AUTHOR: hlasl] e, W. - ,).
Patent
G485411 Fld: 10C, 908, 97M STAR1915
Filed 28 Mar 80, patented 14 Apr 81 7p
f~<2pt N,), P{-1TENT-4 262 064; PAT-APPL-6-1::::4 ::::55, NA:::;A-CW3E-LEW-12';'18-1
_~::lJP{.?rs€des F'AT-APPL-/:;.-1::::4 855, N:::O-3::'::::57 (1::: - 24, P :::;::2:';"9)._
This Government-owned invention available for UqSn licensins and, possiblY, fo~

foreisn licensin9 .. COpy of patent available Commissioner of Patents, Washinston,
DC. 20231 $0.50.

Toroidal Cell and Battery

24/7/4
~JE~ j, -:24~52:t /9

Na r iona l
Ce n tiE' r- ..

NTIS Price: Not available NTIS

Aeronautics and Space Administration,
(019039001 ND315753)

Cleveland, OH. Lewis Resear'ch
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Abstract: A toroidal storage batterY d~si9ned to handle r'elativelv hish amp--hour
loads is described. The cell includes a wound core disposed within a ~ai~ of
.to~oidal channel shaped electrodes spaced apa~t by nylon insulator. The shape of
the case electrodes of this toroidal cell allows a first planar dO~Jghnut shQped
su~fac~ and the inner cylindrical case wall to be used as a fi~st elect~ode and
a sec~nd p}aJ1ar doughnut shaped surface an~ the outer c~·linJjr'ical case wall to
b~ used as a second ~lectrode. Connectors m~Y be used to stack two or more
toroidal cells together by connecting substantially the entire surface area (If

the fir'st electrode of a first cell to substantially the entire surface area of
.the second electrode of a second cell. The central cavity of ~ach toroidal cell
IT:2V b~ ~Jsed as a conduit for pumpins a fluid throush the to~oidal cell to
th~~eby cool the cell.
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24/7/6
N81-21):352/3 NTIS Price: Not available NTIS

::

Controller for Computer Control of Brushless DC Motors

National Aeronautics ~nd Space Adminis,tration,
(06466:3001 ND::::94694)

Pasadena, CA. F'asadena Office.

AUTHOR: Hieda, L. S.
Pa t e nt
i34444fC'2 F I d: 9B, ';;OF, 49C STAR191 i
Filed 23 Ma~ 79, patented 3 Feb 81 23p
Rept No: PATENT-4 249 116; PAT-APPL-6-023 484,NASA-CASE-NPO-13970-!
_SuperBede. PAT-APPL-6-023 484, N79-20315 (17 - 11, p 1421)._ Sponsored by NASA.
This Government-owned invention available for U~S. licensins and, possiblY, for
foreisn licensin9~ COpy of patent available Commissioner of Patents, Washin9ton,
DC. 20231 $0.50.

Abst'r~att; A motor speed and to~~ue control1e~ for brushless d.c~ motors provid~s

an un~J$uall,~ smooth tor~ue control arransement. The controller provides i means
.for control1ins a current waveform in Each windin9 of a brushless de motor bY
sYnch~oni2ation of an excitation pulse train from a PPo9ramm~1~ oscillatorn
Sel~sin9 of torque for svnchr'onization is p~Dvided bY a lisht beam chopper
mo~nt~d on the motor" rotor" shaftn Speed arld dut)~ ~)~cle are indepe~dentl~'

~ontpol1ed by control1i~9 the frequel~cY and puls~ width output of the
pr'osralnrnable oscil1ator~ A means is also provided so that current transitions
f~om one motor windin9 to another is effected without atlPupt chanses in output

.torQIJEn

?
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PID-DOO:3 055/6 NTIS Prices: Not available NTIS

Miniature Vehicle Dispenser Spin-up Speed Control SYstem

DeF'artmE'nt of tt"teAir' Force , Washinsto.n, J)C .. (000260000 109850)

AUTHOR: Redmond, William G.
Patent
G3711Ll Fld: 9C, 90F, 49C GRAI8110
Filed 27 SeF 78, patented 9 Dec 80 5~

Rept No: PAT-APPL-946 288; PATENT-4 238 716
_Supersedes PAT-APPL-946 288-78,AD-D005 576 .. _
Availability: This Gove~nment-owne'd inventio11 available for U.. S.
pCissibl""(1 for" fClr'ei9f"J I ic e n s i ne • C(IP""{ (If patent available
Patents, Washinston, DC 20231$0 .. 50 ..

licensins and,
Commissioner of

AtIS"tral:t: A precision moto~speed control sYstem where a reference generator
produc8s pulses fQ~ each revolution of a dispenser stlaft, the time betweerl
pulses is measured and compared to a p~~selected stalldard? a time 9reate'~ than
"stand~.rd IDill generate a pulse causins a transistor circuit to apply an
accele~atins voltage to the motor, 'a time less than the standard will generate a
pulse causin9 a transistor circuit to apply a deceleratins voltage to the motorn
(A0thol~)

"-;:-
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i::'AT--APPI_-(:,--0:3::: ;::01 NTIS P~ices: PC A02!MF AOl

Sintered Metal Elect~odes and Method of Makins Same

D~;'F'ar'tmE'rrt Cd: Ener-gy,· Washin9t"n, DC. (052",61000)

fl)rand, pos.siblY,

J

GRAI810:::

AUTHOR: B~Yant, W. A.
Patent Application
G3551H4 Fld= 10e, 90F, 97M
Filed 25 Oct 79 17p
Contract: EY-76-C-02-2949
This Governm~nt-owned invention available for U~S~ licensing
foreign 1icensin9. COpy of application available NTIS~

Abstract: A method and electrode produced thereby are provided comprising a thi'n
plate of sintered iron powderhavins a density of between 20 and 25% of th~

theoretical density of iron with an internal current collector preferable of
hairlike 5t~ands of nickel or other suit~ble metal~ The internal cur'rent
cl)11ector provides discharge capacities of 9~eater than O~3 Ah pep 9ram of total
.elect~ode wei9ht~ Electrodes without any exte~nal cu~rent collectors or only
with asin91e strip are disclosed. (ERA citation 06:003745)

,.~,
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P·8 :~::2 .<~. i ')~i i;:: 4. :?: ,HIS Pr-i c e s r PC E09/1'IF E09

C-;a.lvanic High Ene rs v Cells with
Hochenersiezel1en mit Schmelzelektrolyten)

Molten E1 e c t ro I vt e s (Ga i vani sc he

Cornrni s s ion of the 'EuP(lpearIComrnunilies, Luxe-mb our-s , (04:;::42:9000 )

AUTHOR: Bor-ger., W.; KapPrJs·,W. ; Kur,ze, D.. ; Laig-Hoer-stebrock, H.; Panesa.r-, H.
Final r·ept.
G6~':::lF4 Fl d= 10C, 7[1, 970, 99F GRAI8216
c 19:=~ 1 24:=~p

Rept No: EUR-7072-DE
__ Text in German._
ClJst0me~s in the European'Community countries should apply to the Office for
Official Publications of the European Communities, D.P. 1003, Luxembourg.

Abstract: High enersY salvanic cells as enersy stores oi:fer the potential of
about 40% better utilization of pr"imary ener9~' i=or vehicular- and also statiorlarv
power production? especiallY where pea~~ loads are conce~ned~ The obJecti~e was
.tel Fr-oduce fused salt cells of high SPEcific energy and hish specific power (150
AM for 5 hour rate) and 80 Wh/ks. 2~ Electrochemical COUPles we~e tested for a
ranee of factors and LiAl/FeS usins speciallY prepared FeS appeared most
suitable for development of a 200 Ah prototype cell. Detailed st~ldie5 were made
,)f separators? positiv~ ~urrent collectors, swellins phenomena and dischar9E
kinetics of model electrodes. Post-test exa~ination studied causes of cell
failure, and a p~eliminarY cost-benefit analYsis was made.

,
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Choppe~-Cont~o11ed Discharge Life Cyclins Studies on Lead-Acid Batteries

TRW, Inca' Redondd Beach, CA.*National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washinston, DC. (006784000T6524000)

AUTHOR: K~aml, ~. ~.; Ames, E. P.
Final j~€,port.

';;696::::(::3 Fl d: 10C, 97M, E:5H STAR2011
J"1ar' :::2 79p
Rept No: NASA-CR-165615; NAS la26:165615
Cont~act: DEN3-88
Sponso~ed in Part by Doe.

Abstract: State-of-the-art 6 volt lead-acid 90lf car batteries were tested. A
daily charge/discharge cyclins to failure points under various choppe~

controlled pulsed de and continuous cur~~nt load conditions w~s undertaken. The
cycle life and failure modeswe~e investisated for depth of dIScharge, average
.cu~rent chopper frequency, and chopper dutvcycle. It is shown that batte~Y life
is primar"ilv and inversely ~elated to depth of discharge and discharee cu~rentM

1:::'!:j,ilur'(: modl:.~ is char-03.cterized b-r a s ra du aI l:ap,3,cit··{ loss ui it b cons i s t e nt
evidence of cell element a9insft

'?
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Development of a Lead-Acid Batte~Y with High Ene~9Y and Power Density

\i,:I.r-t'3. Battc,:.;.'r·ie A.·G., f<elkhttim (!3er'marr-t', FaR,,). FI)f"SI:rl1JrI9s.- und
Entwicklun9szent~um.*Bundesministe~iumfuer Forschuns und Technolo9ie, Bonn-Bad
Ciodesb"r·9 iCier·man.,··, F.R.). (057492001)

AUTHOR: Baufeldt, K. E.; Borger, W.; Braeuti9am, R.; Reinha~d, A. o.
P<?search ~ept.

(it;,894.J4 Fi d: 10C, 97M*., 85H GRAI€1215
:[l~~c 80 16,?p*
Monitor: BMFT-FB-T-SO-151
_Tran5~ of unidentified "German mono. See also N81-27683~_

Abstract: The en~r9Y density of lead-acid cells has been increased to more than
50 Wh5/ks bY two different ways: firstlY, by means of forced electrolyte flow
throush the active materials, secondl~', by means of a new constpuction method
with a cheque~ed electpode ar~ansement based on minimized elect~olyt{c and

,electronic conduction paths, and on optimized volume/surface apea proportion.
This cell shows particularly at hi9he~ loads an outstanding capacity behavior;
at the one-hour discharge the energy density is twice of that of the MAN-bus
eel"." From our present experience we conclude that the ener8Y densit), of the
lead-acid sYstem can be increased UP to 60 Wh5/ks. As to the cycle life of the
positive electrode, the /antimonv-free' effect~ callsin9 the premature failure of
cells in cycle ~ests, can now be eXPlained on the basis of a model. As a
conse9uence it will be pO~5ible to apply corrosior: resistant grid materials
tJithout antimonY also for cells specifically desisrl€d for repeated deep
dischal'ges~ Due to ou~ improved understanding of the expander mechanism we
developed the expande~ depot and a ITiethod of reJuvenatins ne9ative plates, which
failed because of sintering, using special exparlder materials~ This procedure
has been 2~pli~d successfullY to & MAl~-bus battery" Wit~ ~eference to t,Me
batterY periphery our experiences on a H2/02 8as recombination device have
resulted "in a hermetically sealed lead-acid cell for electric vehicles ft For the
remote centrol of the state of charge an indicator with automatic temperature
tOffiPensation has been developed.
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AD~INISTRATION

AGENCY: National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

{Notice 82-44}

47 FR 32222

July 26, 1982

ACTION:
Government-Owned Inventions; Availability for Licensing
ACTION: Notice of availability of inventions for licensing.
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SUMMARY:
SUMMARY: The inventions listed below are owned by the U.S. Government and are
available for domestic and, possibly foreign licensing.

Copies of patent applications cited are available from the National
Technical Information Service (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22161 for $5.00 each
($10.00 outside North American Continent). Requests for copies of patent
applications must include the patent application serial number. Claims are
deleted from the patent application copies sold to avoid premature disclosure.

, CONTACT:
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. CONTACT:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, John G. I'fannlx, Director of
Patent Licensing, Code GP-4, WaShington, D.C. 20546, telephone (202) 755-3954.

TEXT:
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORI'fATION.: •
Patent application 303,671: System for producing Gas-Filled Hollow Spheres;

filed September 18, 1981.
Patent application 317,977: Fire Extinguishant Materials; filed November 3,

1981 •
Patent application 320,621: Polyphenylquinoxalines Containing Pendant

Phenylethynyl and Ethynyl Groups; filed November 12,1981.
Patent application 322,320: Structural Pressure Sensitive Silicone Adhesives;

filed November 17, 1981.
Patent application 322,321: Reusable Thermal Cycling Clamp; filed November 17,

1981 •
Patent application 325,082: Degasslfying and MIxing Apparatus for Liquids;

filed November 25, 1981.

,Pa{~8ii~:0i~j~~~~iff$~i~~t)T~6ij~R~c~gfkat~rt~sJ?1~~'~f~ .
tteries--and Method O~a~~_Same; filed December 22, 1981.

Patent application 338,386: l'IissrreRolllng Tall BraKE torque SYstem; filed
January 11, 1982.
Patent application 338,387: Hinged Strake Aircraft Control System; filed

January 11, 1982.
Patent application 342,858: High Temperature Emittance Coatings and Coating

Compositions; filed January 26, 1982.
Patent, application 350,475: A Brushless DC Tachometer; filed February 19,

1982,
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cation 350,474 Two Dim~nsional Scanner Apparatus; filed February

;ervices ofMead Data Central

PAGE 5
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Pat~nt application 350,471: Moistur~ Cont~nt and Gas Sampling D~vic~; filed
·February 19, 1982.
Pat~nt ~_: I~ag.~_g~-Ra Spectrometer' filed February 19,

A"----~I~:~nt---application 350,476: Light W~ight Nickel Battery Plaque; filed F~bru~
19, 1982. -

19, 1982.
Patent application 350,472: Control Syst~m for an Induction Motor with En~rgy'

Recovery; filed February 19, 1982.
Patent application 350,473: Real Time Pressure Signal System for a Rotary

Engine; filed February 19, 1982.
Pat~nt application 35fL~?J:_T~~~ Film Strain Transducer; filed February 26,

'~--'·~:i~;;t ~pplli~~;~~2, 821: Impro~~d Chrom--i~~--'~-l~'~~~--~d;~-fO': "RedoT"Ceus; . .._.
--- fTl-ed--February--U.,--t-9-82 - - -'------._,. , ~____ __' /-"

Patent application 352,831: Rotary Target v-siecx, filed Febrll'aiT2o';-T982.
Patent application 358,088: ~eans and Method for Calibrating a Photon Detector

Utiliting Electron-Photon COinCidence; filed March IS, 1982.
Patent application 358,089: Acoustic Rotation Control; filed March 15, 1982.
Patrnt application 359,388: High Voltage V-GroQv~ Solar Cell; filed March 18,

1982.
Patent application 361,216: Ion Mass Spectrometer; filed March 24, 1982.
Patent application 361,217: Acoustic Agglomeration Methods and Apparatus;

filed March 24, 1982.
Patent application 361,215: Hotmelt Recharge System; filed March 24, 1982.
Patent application 361,711: A Method and Technique for Installing

Light-W~ight, Fragil~, High-Temperature Fiber Insulation; filed March 25, 1982.
Patent application 364,041: Method for Determining the Point of Zero Z~ta

Potential of 5~miconductor Materials; filed March 31, 1982.
Patent application 364,126: Spectrophone Stabilited Laser With Line Center

Offset Frequency ContrOl; filed March 31, 1982.
Patent application 364,092: AMethod of IncreaSing Minority Carrier Lifetim~

in Silicon or the Like; filed March 31, 1982.
Pate~t application 364,097: Acoustic Levitation Methods and Apparatus; filed

!'Ia rch 31, 1982-
Patent application 364,072: Ion Beam Textured Graphite Electrode Plates; filed

March 31, 1982.
Patent application 366,025: Improved Process for Preparing Perfluorotriatine

Elasomers and Precursors ThereOf; filed April 6, 1982.
Pat~nt application 366,103: Epitaxial Thinning Proc~ss; filed April 6, 1982.
Patent application 365,950: High Temperature Silicon Carbide Impregnated

Insulating Fabrics; filed April 6, 1982.
Patent application 367,136: State-of-Charge Coulometer; filed April 9, 1982.
Patent. application 367,132: Televisions Camera Video Level Control System;

filed April 9, 1982.
Patent application 367,121: Thermal Protection System; filed April 9, 1982.
Patent application 368,188: Simplified D.C. to D.C. Converter; filed April 19,

1982.
Patent application 371,351: Process and Apparatus for Growing a Crystal

Ribbon; filed April 23, 1982.
Patent application 371,350: High Pressure Fluid Gas Mixture FlUShing of

Passageways; filed April 23, 1982.
Patent application 371,352: Prosthetic Occulsive Device for an Internal

Passageway; filed April 23, 1982.
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General Counsel.
{FR Doc. 82-20040 Filed 7-23-82; '"

47 FR 32222
Patent application 371,253: Interlocking Wedge Joint; filed April 23, 1982.
Patent application 371,354: Method and Apparatus for Strengthening Boron

Fibers; filed April 23, 1982.
Patent application 373,770: Correlation Spectrometer Having High Resolution

and Multiplexing Capability; filed April 30, 1982.
Patent application 373,771: Electronic Scanning Pressure Measuring System and

. Tranducer PacKage; filed April 30, 1982.
Patent application 375,620: Wideband Passive Synthetic Aperture Multichannel

Receiver; filed May 6, 1982.
Patent application 375,784: Improved Thermal Barrier Coating System; filed May

6, 1982. .
Patent application 375,684: Solar Powered Actuator With Continuously Variable

Auxiliary Power Control; filed May 6, 1982. .
Patent application 377,891: Apparatus for Dis integrating Kidney Stones; filed

May 13, 1982.
Patent application 378,533: Unitary Seal Ring Assembly; filed M~y 13, 1982.
Patent application 379,602: Wind and Solar Powered Turbine; filed May 19,

1982.
Patent application 379,601: Acoustic Particle Separation; filed May 19, 1982.
Patent application 383,068: Saltless Solar Pond; filed May 28, 1982.

July 19, 1982.
S. Neil Hosenball,

services ofMead' Data Central
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MEMORA1'lDUM TO:

~...Vif OF CO,

.l '\}')t 1-
: ~~~ ~.:. ~. "l:\ ·yr- J'

00..... I'
¥r-tlTS rf

Mr. Michae~ J. Bayer
Associate Deputy Secretary

10'~

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield. Virginia 22161
OFFICE OF THE OIRECTOR

!J(JVw1 ./
(-6-t (c;l>u

ufVJ
THROUGH:

•
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During your visit to NTIS on July 23,
tion on Government patent licensing.
licensing as shown in Table I.

Mr. Fiske asked for additional infonna
This referred to our progress on patent

~~.~

The latest survey on all Government patents covered data up to the end of FY
1976 and was published by GPO for the Federal Council for Science and Technology.
The holdings and licensing status of some 27,000 Government-owned patents is
displayed in Table II. It shows that 72% of the patents ware held by agencies
with procurement-oriented missions, mich have very low licensing rates. The
licensing rates for DOE and the agencies cooperating with the NTIS program,
which have private-sector oriented missions, are much higher, and are not too
much·~owar than that of non-government institutes and research foundations, or
the utilization rate of holdings of large corporations. However, as of 1976,
and with the exception of DOE (ERDA), almost all licenses ware pro forma,
roya~ty-free, and non-exc~usive.

The NTIS program, starting. in 1976 departed from previous practice by actc.7ely
promoting bechnologies, by charging royalties and by offering the incentive of
exclusive licenses. The ho.ldings in the NTIS inventory and the licensing rate
are shown in Table!I!.

We agree that faster growth in licensing could be achieved if the program ""'re
not resource limited and if more agencies cooperated with ~ur pro~am.

Joseph F. Caponio
Acting Director

Attachment

cc: Dr. Dederick
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TABLE I: PATENT LICENSES GRANTED BY NTIS

FY 1977 9
FY 1978 2
FY 1979 8

. FY 1980 10
FY 1981 20
FY 1982 (est.) 30

TYPE: EKclusive 15
Nonexclusive 62

FOR: Air Force
Agriculture
Amy
Commerce
Interior
Health, Human Svcs.
Navy
Veterans Admin.

1
7
1

20
5

36
4
4

TABLE II: GOVERNMENT-OlmED PATENTS (1976)

DOD
NASA
DOE (ERDA)
Agencies now using NTIS -

(DoC, USDA, HHS, DOl, VA, NSF)
other (TVA, etc.)

Holdings

62%
10%
16%

10%
2%

Licensed

2%
4%

23%

26%
12%

Only DOE and NTIS have collected significant royalties from U.S. and foreign
patent licenses. "-

-,

.' -!
TABLE III: ACTIVE NTIS PATENT INVENTORY (FILED SINCE 1977)

Percent Licensed

•

~'".:-

DOMESTIC - Commerce
- Transfers from Other Agencies

FOREIGN - Inventions
- Country Cases

35
93

203
745

34%
48%

14%
27%
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THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT PATENTS IN THE TECHNOLOGY

TRANSFER PROCESS

Douglas J. Campion
Office of Government Inventions and Patents

National Technical Information Service
U.S. Department of Commerce

U.S. Government-owned patents represent a sizeable

public investment in research and development. It is

claimed that the technology represented by the approximately

30,000 active government patents is greatly underutilized.

Rates of utilization of between 3% and 5% are frequently

cited.

I subscribe to this notion of the low utilization of

government patents, but for some different reasons than

those most frequently stated. Two issues most often associated

with this underutilization are the title versus license

arguments concerning inventions resulting from contracted

research, and exclusivity in licensing when government

ownership of patents is clear.

There are other issues which should be explored which

are central to an evaluation of the government's invention

technology and its ability to transfer it. Before I discuss

some of these, let me tell you about the NTIS patent licensing

program, which has shaped my present perspective on government

patents and their role in the technology transfer process.
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In late 1972, at the request of the interagency Committee

on Government Patent Policy, NTIS started announcing the

availability of government-owned patents and pending patent

applications for licensing in its j our'na l.s , in the Federal

Register, and in the Patent Office Official Gazette to

achieve wide dissemination of invention information. The

government waived the usual confidentiality of pending

patent applications in order to make the inventions known at

the earliest possible time. Copies of pending applications

were made available from NTIS. Claims were deleted from

patent application copies sold to the public to avoid claim

copying and possible interferences.

Also in 1972, the President, in a Message to Congress

on Science and Technology, directed his Science Adviser and

the Secretary of Cdmmerce to develop programs to systematically

promote the utilization of government patents and to obtain

foreign patents to protect valuable foreign markets for U.S.

industry. NTIS, in its emerging role as the center for

Commerce technology transfer programs, was delegated the

responsibility.

NTIS quickly recognized the importance of screening

government inventions to identify those with the most potential

for commercialization. With limited resources, only a

portion of the government\s patents could actually be handled

by NTIS staff. Evaluation experiments were designed to

assist in developing an operational procedure for selecting
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the best inventions. Battelle Memorial Institute and lIT

Research Institute were contracted to assess the commercial

potential of a sample of two hundred inventions. In a

separate experiment, government inventors, their technical

supervisors, government patent attorneys,and independent 0

contractors evaluated 150 additional inventions for commercial

potential. Both experiments produced similar results.

Evaluators agreed with some regularity on the majority of

inventions which fell in the range of fair to good potential

for commercialization, but there was virtually no agreement

or discernable pattern which emerged in selecting inventions

with excellent potential for licensing.

NTIS settled on an operational procedure in which

inventors provide basic technical and market evaluations and

references to related technical publications and patents.

Next, a preliminary in-house screening selects approximately

25 to 30 percent of the inventions for evaluation by contractor.

The contractor review consists of three phases of increasingly

rigorous evaluation, ranging from 3 to 4 hours of professional

effort to 2 or 3 days for the final market analysis. An

invention may be rejected at any stage of the evaluation

process.

Concurrent with the contractor evaluation, NTIS staff.

starts to accumulate evidence of possible commercial potential

by contacting inventors' colleagues, trade associations, and

established industry contacts. Prospective licensees provide

valuable information and are contacted at different points

in the evaluation cycle depending on the invention and the

3
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preferred method of operation of the staff memiber to whom

the case is assigned.

At the beginning of the development of the program,

NTIS also recognized the importance of effective promotion.

Several different approaches were tried. Response was

initially very good to widely disseminated general iriformation

on specific inventions. In the final analysis, however, it

was found that shotgun types of promotion, which include

mailing lists, trade shows, and invention seminars, produced

little by way of hard licensing interest. It was decided

that some general promotion was necessary because it served

to protect the public interest and to keep the NTIS name in

view. A reasonably effective general promotion piece was

developed similar to NASA Tech Briefs. Inventions which

survived one or two levels of screening and evaluation are

described in a one page format titled "Selected Technology

for Licensing." These notes are distributed to trade and

technology publications and industry subscribers. A technical

support package is prepared for each tech note and distributed

upon request.

Various promotion attempts showed that the real pay-off

was to be found in highly targeted promotion and marketing.

In contrast to the shotgun approach, the targeted or rifle

approach succeeds in establishing direct contact with licensing

candidates. Specific companies are identified who are

engaged in the field of commercial development to which

subject inventions relate. Then, specific individuals in

4
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those companies are located whose job it is to stay abreast

of the latest in commercial product and process developments.

These individuals include heads of Rand D departments, new

product managers, technology acquisitions people, and

marketing directors. NTIS has a growing list of some 400

such contacts in the private sector who are regularly fed

information on new inventions by personal letter or telephone.

It is this direct industry contact approach which produces

the greatest results in transferring patented invention

technology.

Subsequent to development of this method of promotion,

NTIS found that it was essentially the same approach used by

the highly successful National Research and Development

Corporation of Great Britain and the Research Corporation in

New York which manages inventions for some 40 universities.

A key element of the NTIS licensing program is foreign

patent filing, to protect valuable foreign markets for U.S.

industry. Our balance of trade situation has seriously

deteriorated in recent years and our share of manufactured

goods worldwide has declined from 18% in 1960 to about 11%

in 1980. Inventions which survive the most rigorous NTIS

evaluations are filed in those foreign countries which

possess the natural resources, production capabilities, or

markets which might be developed by U.S. industry. Selected

inventions are usually filed in the major industrialized

countries of Western Europe and Japan, but inventions have

been filed in more than 35 foreign countries.

5
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It has taken several years to sell the NTIS program to

a handful of agencies who provide an invention inventory.

The Department of Commerce produces no more than a dozen

inventions each year, primarily by the National Bureau of

Standards. Without the cooperation of Agriculture, NIH,

Interior, the National Science Foundation, and the Veterans

Administration, NTIS would have no licensing program. Under

separate agreements with each of these agencies, NTIS receives

custody transfers of foreign and domestic patent rights.

This arrangement provides the critical mass of inventions

necessary to sustain a viable licensing program.

The NTIS patent licensing program has completed its

induction period and has developed into a program which will

produce significant licensing and technolgy transfer results.

Since 1976, when the first foreign patents were filed,

the NTIS portfolio has grown to 740 issued and pending

foreign patents. Approximately, 20% of these have already

been licensed. Culling and additional licensing will raise

the percentage to 30% by the end of this fiscal year. More

than SO licenses have been granted since the first license

was issued in fiscal year 1977 and sixty licenses are currently

under negotiation. One-third of these involve Fortune 500

firms and almost half of the licenses under negotiation are

exclusives.

6
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Some examples of inventions that have been licensed by

NTIS include an extremely precise satellite controlled

digital clock, a vaccine for hepatitus, Platinum II cancer

drugs, an anti-corrosive sulfur cement, and a device for

detecting clear air turbulence from airplances. Examples of

inventions under negotiation include additional drugs to be

used in cancer therapy, a machine for continuous fruit

harvesting, insect maturation inhibitors, mining equipment,

and a micro-organism used in the conversion of bio-mass to

synfuels.

Our current and pending licenses could produce in

excess of $100 million of additional R&D and new plant

investment. However, because of commercial development

scheduling and required regulatory approvals, significant

commercial sales will not result until 1983.

In contrast to other agency licensing programs, virtually

all the licenses NTIS issues, both exclusive and nonexclusive,

are royalty-bearing. To date, the Government has received

royalties of about $150,000 from NTIS licenses, comprised

primarily of execution fees and annual minimums. Between

$100,000 and $200,000 should be realized next fiscal year

and $1 million by 1985. Beyond 1985, royalties could equal

several million dollars per year.

I started this presentation by indicating there were

additional factors other than the title and exclusive licensing

issues which affect use of government inventions. In 1976,

7
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the last year for which data were collected, agencies of the

government filed approximately 2,300 applications for patents.

Sixty percent of these applications were disclosed by federal

employee inventors. That is 1,400 inventions in a single

year not impacted by the title versus license controversy.

What are the reasons for the low rate of utilization of

these inventions? Some would say the lack of an exclusive

license incentive, but federal agencies have had the authority

to grant exclusive licenses for six years. In 1975, the GSA

provided specific guidelines for exclusive licensing.

Several agencies have exercised that authority directly or

have let NTIS exercise it for them. Resolution of the title

and exclusive licensing issues alone will not realize the

full potential for utilization of government invention

technology.

First, I think it needs to be recognized that the

majority of the government's current patents have little

potential for commercialization under patent licenses. The

old Harbridge House study touched on this when it found that

70% of the reasons cited for non-utilization of the government

patents surveyed related specifically to limited commercial

potential. Government patents have traditionally been filed

defensively to protect the Rand D and procurement activities

of sponsoring agencies. The Rand D mission of an agency

substantially reflects the commercial applicability of its

patented technology.

This is not to say that there is no good technology to

be found in every agency's portfolio of patents. What

8
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affects the transfer process, however, is the fact that

significant commercialization of patents usually occurs

under the protection afforded by a license. If a patent is

not a relatively strong patent with respect to potential

civilian application, licensing and transfer will not occur.

Patents filed to protect procurement activities or as

another form of publication are frequently little more than

"paper" patents. Claims are narrowly defined and examples

are cited without attention to the broadest possible application.

Many government patents are fairly easy to circumvent, and

the motivation to design around them increases dramatically

if a license carries a recoupment or royalty provision.

Small increments of additional investment in Rand D and

patent filing could substantially increase the quality and

transferability of government invention technology.

Another factor which affects patent use is the organizational

structure within which an agency delegates responsibility

for patent licensing. Two situations seem to predominate:

There are agencies that have not recognized the potential

for patent licensing and engage in little or no promotion,

and there are agencies which have recognized some of the

potential of patents in the technology transfer process and u

whose technology utilization people promote their use. In

both cases, however, the responsibility for actual negotiation

and licensing resides with the agency Patent Counsel, buried

n
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somewhere in the Office of General Counsel and immune from

private sector realities. Licensing is incidental to the

primary job of filing and prosecuting patents and few government

patent attorneys have the time and experience necessary to

effectively engage in the licensing process which requires

sensitivity for commercial development issues.

There are still other factors which affect the utilization

of our investment in invention technology. Greater incentives

are needed to provide government inventors with the motivation
()

to even disclose potentially useful inventions. Some government

researchers fail to see the utility of a highly stylized

legal document whose technical merit is suspect without the

editing and peer review afforded a technical journal publication.

Inventor's technical publications need to be more

closely controlled to preserve domestic and foreign patent

rights. Publications frequently preclude foreign filing on

important invention developments. The U.S. market alone may

not provide enough incentive for commercialization of an

invention with the likelihood of unrestricted foreign competition.

These are all problems we have come into contact with

first hand in the 'NTIS licensing program. None of them is

unsolvable, and the NTIS program has demonstrated that

greater utilization is presently possible with just a little

imagination and additional investment. All the evaluation,

promotion, foreign filing, licensing and related activities

of the NTIS program are conducted by six people.

10
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In conclusion, some entirely new approaches are needed

to achieve a rate of utilization commensurate with the size

of our Rand D expenditure. The U.S. Government funds

approximately one-sixth of the world's Rand D, $150 million

a d ay , Yet, we have not recognized the full value of our R

and D investment. The U.S. is the only major industrialized

country which has not established an organization whose job

it is to capitalize on its invention technology. In fact,

the OMB has recently decided to phase out the NTIS licensing

program as part of the overall budget cuts. If the present

decision stands, we will have no truly active government

patent licensing programs after 1982.

11
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National Technical Information Service
Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology
Patent Licensing .
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CUFT's Office of Federal Patent Licensing conducts themost active licensing program in theFederal Gov
ernment. The program started in 1976 under cooperative agreements with the Departments of Health, Ag
ricu�ture' Interior, andCommerce. Beginning in 1982 when licensing revenues approached $155,000, em
phasis wasplaced on increasing exclusivity in new licenses sothatcompanies would have maximum incentive to
invest their own funds in rapid commercialization. In FY1985. licenses on new inventions were 73% exclusive.
Recent activity is shown in thechart below.

In FY1985. revenues have increased 75% overFY1984. totaling $1.5 million. $730,000 overprogram costs.
Revenues for FY1986 areestimated at $4 million. increasing to$6-8 million by FY1990. .

Islm
117

43
74

81

Nooexclus1Vft
59
41
18

64

45

$3.3 million

$275 million
Exc!usjva and PO-ftxc!usIyp

58
2

56

17

CUFT's Office of Federal Patent Licensing
FV 1983 - 85 Activity

425

Licenses granted
••• on previously licensed inventions
••• on newinventions

Licenses granted 1976 -1982

Inventions Publicized
(Excluding those from DOD. DOE NASA)

Inventions foreign filed to protect overseas
marketing rights

Fees andRoyalties received

Commercialization pledges

The agencies forwhich CUFT licenses generate about 10% of theGovernment's patents. Asshown below.
these CUFT licenses accounted for 33% of the licenses granted and 83% of the revenues for all agencies in FY
1984. It also is evident thattheoverall rate of useof Federal patents has doubled from the1976 4% rate cited in
a study prepared bytheFederal Council for Science and Technology. Both CUFT and NASA have reached the
25-30% level which is equivalent to thebest university programs. .

CUFT also maintains a strong foreign patenting program. Itsforeign patents now provide protection against
foreign competition for about $60 million in export sales of U.S. licensees. Without thiseffort. foreign
companies could usethe U.S. Government technology covered in these patents without benefit to the United
States.

Federal Patent Licensing Activity·
FV 1984

Licensing
Agency

Annual Average Licenses
Patents Issued ** Granted

Fees and
Royalties

Licenses!
Patents Ratio

276
141
427

220
122
.12.1

1307

Defense
Army
AirForce
Navy

Energy
NASA
NTISICUFT (For Health.
Agriculture. Commerce.
Interior, andothers)

• Based uponan August 1985GAOreport (GAOIRCED-85-94).
•• This average covers aneleven year period.

5
o
11

25
33
aa

110

$10.300

$14,000

$53.700
$98.000

$868 aoa
$1,044.000

1.8%

2.6%

11.3%
27%
~
8.4%
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Assistant Secretary for Productivity.
Technology and Innovation
Washington, D.C. 20230

[202) 377-1984

MEMORANDUM FOR: Joseph F. Caponio
Norman J. Latker
David T. Mowry
Jack Williams

Subject: NTIS Patent Licensing Program

The NTIS Patent Licnesing program has been. and with your
support will continue to be. a remarkably successful vehicle
for the transfer of Federal technology. S. 1914 holds the
promise of building on this success. either as a separate
effort based in the Federal laboratories or as a combined
effort involving both the labs and NTIS.

In my view these two approaches are neither mutually exclusive
nor competitive; in truth. given the sad history of technology
transfer. they are complementary. Given this. I have. as a
matter of policy. continued to support both the NTIS licensing
program and S. 1914. You. in turn. are expected to follow this
basic policy and to support it in any presentations. speeches.
briefings and discussions on the patent licensing issue.

14
D. Bruce Merrifield
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMEI~CE

National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161

MEHORANDUM TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

~~~:~~o~' Caponio~ l)AA~
David T. Mowry, As~'liVr~ctor
Center for the Utilization

of Federal Technology

Effect of S.19l4 on the NTIS Patent Licensing
Program

S.19l4 was introduced by Senator Gorton on December 9 and is
approximately equivalent to H.R. 3773, which was passed by voice
vote in the House in December. Possibly inadvertently, the
language of Section 6 involving receipt of royalties and other
income from licensees does not grant the Department of Commerce,
acting for the last ten years as a patent marketing and licensing
agent assisting eight R&D agencies, which generate about 10% of
federally-owned inventions, to have the same authority to pay its
expenses out of licensing revenue as the R&D agencies which
generate the inventions.

The existing invention transfer to Commerce from R&D agencies
does not involve a blanket transfer commitment, but is done on a
voluntary individual invention basis working closely with agency
and laboratory inventors after NTIS has expended considerable
efforts to obtain qualified license applicants. This pioneer
program is staffed with experienced licensing experts from
industry and has been supported by four administrations as
authorized by Congress from its inception through annual
appropriations, which totaled $4.7 million before licensing
revenues finally exceeded costs in 1983. In FY 1986, it will
recover more than triple its costs, returning $2 million or more
to the Treasury.

The August 29, 1985 GAO report (GAOjRCED-85-94) indicates that in
the FY 1982-84 period NTIS negotiated 28% of all Government
licenses and generated 88% of all licensing revenues. FY 1985-86
results are even better and 75 new licenses are presently under
negotiation. Only NASA has granted a comparable number of
licenses, generating 5.3% of revenues. NTIS licenses annually
20-30% of the new patents of its client agencies, considerably
better than the frequently quoted 4% utilization rate of all
government patents based on pre-1976 data. This is equivalent to
the best university licensing programs of which only a few are
self-sustaining. There is no unsubsidized patent licensing
program in government, academic or private sector world-wide
which does not use royalties from its top winners to develop
licenses from promising new inventions untested commercially.
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The NTIS program also provides invention announcements and
inquiry referral services for all Federal agencies. The program
pioneered the inventors' incentive award system (15% of royalties
up to statutory ceilings) and in 1985 made cash awards to 110
laboratory employees. This awards concept would be continued by
each agency under the new law from royalties passed back to the
agencies.

Over the years NTIS has filed on more than 150 inventions in
foreign countries, and 50% of the current portfolio is under
license to American companies, providing them with patent
monopolies for exports in excess of $40 million. Other agencies,
not having the export expansion mission of Commerce spend little
money on foreign filing, thereby allowing highly industrialized
competitors free access to U.S. Federal technology.

If a second sentence were added to S.19l4, Section 13 (b) in page
14, line 13 after the word "income" it would permit the NTIS
program to continue to be available to the agencies and laborator
ies, still on a voluntary basis, without duplicating, burdensome
administrative, accounting, budgeting and marketing costs.

"A Federal agency receiving royalties or other income as a
result of invention management services performed for
another Federal agency under section 207 of Title 35, United
States Code may retain such royalties and income to the
extent required to offset costs and expenses incurred under
(2)(E) below before returning the balance of such royalty
and income for distribution as provided herein."

A second clarifying insertion on page 15, line 20 after "inventions"
would be "under section 207 of Title 35, United States Code," to
reinforce existing statutory licensing authority.

The bill as presently worded would force NTIS to seek budget
allocations from each of eight client agencies or their
laboratories in the appropriations process two years prior to the
time that costs were to be incurred and five to ten years before
anticipated revenues from commercially successful inventions
would return any offsetting funds to the source agencies. Past
attempts to recover direct patenting costs from source agencies
to say nothing of large, unexpected and unbudgeted expenses
incurred in patent defense, support to Justice in interferences,
infringements and lawsuits, FOIA inquiries, and administrative
appeals have not been successful. Without the proposed added
language, and in the absence of continuing appropriations, the
NTIS program would not be able to obtain adequate funding or
continue to serve client agencies. Further, the NTIS patent
licensing expertise would then no longer be available to train
and assist agencies and laboratories now generating 90% of
Government inventions and wishing to start up or improve their
own patent management programs. In order to continue, NTIS needs
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the same statutory authority as the R&D agencies to administer
licensing revenues.

We urge that this recommendation be made to Under Secretary
Merrifield in time to amend the Commerce position on S-1914.
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From B. .lerome .lackso n tJ.99-
Attached is the FY 1986 proposed reprogramming
for your signature. This reprogramming will
shift funds from the CUFT add-on to BEA.

TIltA"'.... T"AL. ,"0_ CO-UA 110..71
~lItlt.ClltleI:O e,. 0 ...0 It..~

D~ Bruce Merrifield
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT DF CDMME~ICE

The Under Secretary for Economic Affairs
Washington. D.C. 20230

MEMORANDUM FOR: Kay Bulow
Assistant Secretary for

Admi ni strati on

FROM: D. Bruce Merrifield
Acting Under Secretary

Economic Affairs

(lw.v...
for

-uJfJ
SUBJECT: FY 1986 Proposed Reprogramming

~

The Economic and Statistical Analysis appropriation is proposing a
reprogramming of resources in FY 1986. This reprogramming will transfer
funds from the Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology (CUFT) to
the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) to help offset the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings reductions. The reprogramming, if approved, will
lessen the impact of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings budget reductions on the
quality and timeliness of the GNP and balance of payments estimates and
analyses prepared by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. Specifically, it
would permit the filling of selected vacancies in the national income and
product and balance of payments accounts to permit cross checks of the GNP
estimates and in the bilateral balance of payments accounts. These areas
have been extremely hard hit by the total personnel freeze imposed as the
result of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings budget reduction act.

Except for the proposed reprogramming of funds from CUFT to BEA, all other
line items have absorbed their 4.3 percent reduction across-the-board •

. Enclosure

cc: Mark Brown
"



DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
ECONOMIC AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

NOTIFICATION OF PROPOSED REPROGRAMMING
Fiscal Year 1986

Operati ng Uni t:
Appropriation:
Program:

Economic and Statistical Analysis
Salaries and expenses
Economic Affairs

Fiscal Summary

FTE Amount

1. Reprogrammed from:
Productivity. technology. and innovation:

Policy implementation and coordination ••••• -$287

2. Reprogrammed to:
Economic analysis:

National economic accounts •••••••••••••••••
International economic accounts •••••••••••• ·

Tota1....... .o .... .o ........ .o .... .o .... .o.o.o .... .o .... .o .... .o ......

...... +184
+103
+287

Due to the reprogramming of the CUFT resources. the work as proposed by the
House Appropriations Subcommittee will not be done by contract. While the
$300.000 could be useful in developing a body of teachable material for
training Government laboratory staffs. the job can be done internally with
existing staff by obtaining materials at no cost ·from Universities.
industry. and Federal agencies. Further, the Office of Productivity.
Technology. and Innovation is collaborating with the Office of Personnel

The FY 1986 House Report included $300.000 for the Center for Utilization of
Federal Technology (CUFT) "•••to establish a training and educational
program for the designated technology transfer agents at Federal
laboratories ••• Committee strongly suggests that the Center for Utilization
of Federal Technology contract out this education and training program •••• ".
It is requested that this FY 1986 add-on by the House Appropriations
Subcommittee. as agreed to by the Conferees. be reprogrammed for internal
use by ESA to offset partially the effects of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
bUdget reductions elsewhere in the appropriations -- primarily in the Bureau
of Economic Analysis. The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings budget reduction amounts to
an additional $1.312.000 for ESA as a whole. The $287.000 for the CUFT
program is being proposed for reprogramming to offset partially the
absorptions required for ESA in FY 1986. This reprogramming will occur in
FY 1986 only. In FY 1987. the appropriated funds for the CUFT program are
being proposed for termination.

"
Impact

Description/Justification



Management on the potential of developing courses to supply this training in
the future on a fee basis. The reprogramming, if approved, will lessen the
impact of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings budget reductions on the quality and

.;: time1i ness of the GNP and balance of payments est imates and analyses
prepared by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. Specifically, it would permit
the filling of selected vacancies in the national income and product and
balance of payments accounts to permit cross checks of the GNP estimates and
in the bilateral balance of payments accounts. These areas have been
extremely hard hit by the total personnel freeze imposed as the result of
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings budget reduction act.

Attached is a table showing the effects of this proposed reprogramming on
our Gramm-Rudman-Hollings report.

.,



Effects of Proposed Reprogramring on
l1'iI1I11-Rt.Idran-fb11 i ngs Report

Econanic and Statistical lvla1ysis
(in thoosands of dollars)

Revised Revised
Proqran, project, activity Base Sequester Base D1ange Total

1. Economic Analysis
A. National economic accounts:

(1) National income and product and ~lth

accounts ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5,456 235 5,221 184 5,405
(2) Interindust~ accounts•••••••••••••••••• 1,360 58 1,302 0 1,302
(3) Regional accounts ••••••••••••••••••••••• 3,873 166 3,707 0 3,707

----- --- ---- ----- -_.-
Subtotal •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10,689 459 10,230 184 10,'114

B. Ana1ysis of busi ness trends:
f'; (1) Business outlook•..••.•.•.•...•..••.•••• 2,494 107 2,387 0 2,387

(2) Statistical indicators•••••••••••••••••• 1,047 45 1,002 0 1,1)J2
(3) CUrrent business analysis••••••••••••••• 2,060 89 1,971 0 1,971

- ----
Subtotal •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5,601 241 5,360 0 5,360

C. International economic accounts:
(1) Balance of payrrents accounts ............ 2,818 121 2,697 103 2,:300
(2) Internationa1 investrrent est inetss ...... 3,179 137 3,042 0 3,(J42

-- --- --- ---- ----
Subtotal •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5,997 258 5,739 103 5,:342

-- -- --- ---- ---
Subtotal, Economic Analysis••••••••••••• 22,2:37 958 21,329 2:37 21,616

3. Productivity, Technology, and Innovation:
A. Productivity, technology, and innovation:

(1) Productivity enhancement •••••••••••••••• 1,162 50 1,112 0 1,112
(2) Pol icy irrp1erentation and coordination.. 1,78:3 77 1,711 -2:37 1,424

(Center for the utilization of Federal 0 0
Technology) ••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••• (300) (13) (2:37) (-287) (0)

Subtotal, Productivity, Technology, and
Innovation••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2,950 127 2,823 -287 2,536

.,
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MEMORANDUM TO: D. Bruce Merrifield
Assistant Secretary for Productivity,

Technology and Innovation

Origin., Signed By
Jo.eph ,. Castonlo

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Joseph F. Caponio
Director, NTIS

Preliminary Design for Federal Laboratory
Training

In response to your memo of September 22, our Center for the

Utilization of Federal Technology (CUFT) has prepared the

attached preliminary design for training Federal laboratory

personnel.

As the legislation progresses, I would be happy to provide more

detail, and to discuss it with you. We have summarized the

legislation, our planning response to the legislation, and the

principal background information.

Attachments

cc: Jack Williams



LEGISLATION: *H.R. 2965
the Center
(CUFT) to:

included apprppriations of $300,000 for
for Utilization of Federal Technology

1. establish a training and education program for the designated
technology transfer agents at Federal laboratories to recognize
those types of research data, technologies and processes
which have the most potential for· commercial application,

2. identify "growth" industries which would have the most
interest in obtaining this information; and,

3. maintain a computerized data base of research and technology
developed by the Federal laboratories.

The U.S. House of Representatives Appropriations Committee
reporting out this legislation strongly suggests that CUFT
contract out this education and training program, preferably with
a non-profit organization. (Attachment #1)

CUFT has developed a preliminary plan to implement the activities
above. Detailed work statements will be developed pending
resolution of the recommended disallowance of the $300,000 by the
Senate Committee on Appropriations. (Attachment'2)

* Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary,
and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 1986.

OVERVIEW OF PLANNED RESPONSE TO LEGISLATION

1. Training and Education

The training needs of Federal laboratory personnel span the
ability to identify useful know-how for application in
commercial processes to the understanding of patent licensing
procedures to transfer commercially marketable technologies.
Implicit in creating this capability, technology transfer
agents must understand and master awareness and communication
techniques so to establish ongoing relationships between
laboratory personnel and U.S. industries as appropriate.
Contract(s) with non-profit organizations already involved in
industrial innovation and technology transfer would call for
three training modules specific to different types of labora
tory and agency personnel:

a. training for identifying, evaluating, and internal
monitoring of technologies (i.e., proposed technology
evaluation scheme at Federal laboratories developed by
the Center for the Utiliz~tion of Federal Technology
(CUFT), National Technical Information Service.
(Attachments #3, 4, 5, and 6). An ongoing system needs
to be established, with initial emphasis on developing
training tools, visual aids, videotapes, manuals and
texts. Representatives from agencies and major ORTAs



the results of its research and development ... to further this
objective •..we created the National Technical Information Ser
vice ••. " In that same message, the President directed the
Secretary of Commerce to develop a systematic effort to promote
Government invention technology to facilitate its transfer into
the civilian economy. This specific responsibility was logically
delegated to NTIS.

In the 1970's, NTIS developed new initiatives in response to
these mandates. An office of Special Technology Transfer Ser
vices was created to insure a high priority for technology
transfer and utilization in NTIS program development. During
this period, development in NTIS' growth toward a mature tech
nology transfer perspective included interactions and joint
activities with the Federal Laboratory Consortium, the Economic
Development Administration, and State and local government
agencies. In addition, NTIS represented the Department of
Commerce on the Federal Council's interagency Committee on
Domestic Technology Transfer.

One of the most valuable of NTIS' examinations of the technology
transfer process involved experimental programs designed to
identify Government technology with potential for commerciali
zation. An initial experiment in the early 1970's involved
technologists at two well known research institutes, Battelle and
lIT Research Institute. Several hundred Government inventions
were evaluated for commercial potential. As a check on the
selection process, many of the same inventions were evaluated by
both organizations and correlated for consistency of evaluation
results. In addition, a subset of these inventions was evaluated
by the NBS Patent Evaluation Committee. Correlation of evalua
tion results between evaluators was extremely low.

In an expanded experiment, four outside contractors, including
Bendix Research Laboratories, evaluated a group of Government
inventions; in addition; these inventions were evaluated by the
Government inventors and the inventors' technical supervisors.
Again, there was little consistency among evaluators for what
appeared to be the most promising inventions. Government evalua
tors were less likely to have an opinion of commercial potential
and more likely to be optimistic when they did have an opinion
than the outside evaluators. Experience in technology evaluation
of the extensive ETIP and OERI programs at NBS are available for
background.

Recognized as the primary U.S. agency concerned with systematic
technology evaluation and transfer, NTIS presented the results of
its experiments at two biannual world meetings of National
Research and Development Organizations.

The first-hand experience gained by NTIS in operational and
experimental programs has been invaluable to development of
effective ongoing activities in support of a national technology
delivery system. •

With the formation of the Center for the Utilization of Federal
Technology (CUFT) at NTIS,its Office of Federal Patent Licensing



EcoNOMIC AND STAnsnCAL ANALYSIS

The Committee recommends $30,543,000 for the Economic and
Statistical Analysis programs of the Department. This amount is
$1,024,000 above the President's request and is $109,000 less than
appropriations provided for the current fiscal year, including
amounts in the Fiscal Year 1985 Supplemental Appropriations Bill
(H.R. 2577) as passed the House. The Committee recommendation
provides for uncontrollable cost increases of $1,763,000, and reduc
tions related to the program freeze (-$787,000), the Deficit Reduc
tion Act of 1984 (-$482,000), and the administrative cost reductian
(-$524,000). In addition, the Committee has not restored the
$812,000 related to the five percent pay reduction proposal. If such
legislation is not enacted, the Committee understands that the Ad
ministration will submit a budget request for the full amount of
the costs related to this appropriation account.

The Committee recommendation includes restoration and full
funding for fiscal year 1986 for the Office of Productivity, Technolo
gy and Innovation (OPTI). The budget request had assumed that
this Office would be phased out in fi.."Ca1 year 1986; however, the
Committee felt that the work conducted by this Office was of such
importance to the nation's economy that the Office should continue
to be funded. In addition, the Committee has included $300,000 for
the Center for Utilization of Federal Technology, as envisioned by
the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Act. Section 11 of that Act estab
lished the Center for Utilization of Federal Technology (CUFT)
within the Department of Commerce. CUFT was to serve a clear
inghouse function, in that all technology assessments prepared by
Federal laboratories were to be sent to CUFT for filing. Anyone
searching for a particular technology could consult CUFT, which in
tum would put the individual in touch with the Federal laboratory
which had done research in the field and might be able to provide
relevant information or technology. The Committee instructs the
Department to establish a training and educational program for
the designated technology transfer agents at Federal laboratories.
This program would train the technology transfer agents to r~

G'nize those types of research data, technologies and processes whic.
have the ~t potential for commercial application. It would also
identify thelJ'growth" industries which would have the most inter
est in obtaining this information. The Committee strongly suggests
that the Center for Utilization of Federal Technology contract out
this education and training program, preferably with a non-profit
organization already involved in industrial innovation and technol
ogy transfer. As there are more than 300 Federal laboratories of
significant size, this should be envisioned as a multi-year program,
which would require a computerized data base of research and
technology developed by the Federal laboratories.

ATTACHMENT ill
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Calendar No. 338
SENATE

REPORT

Mr. RUDMAN. (for Mr. LAXAL:r). from theCommittee on Appropriations.
submitted me following

OcrOBfR 01 (legislauve day. SEPTEMBER 30). 1985.-0rdcrcd to be printed

,
[Toaa:ompany H.R. 2965J

The Committee on Appropriations, to which was referred me bill
(H.R. 29b5) making appropriations for the Departments of Commerce.
Justice. and State. the Judiciary. and related agencies for the fiscal year
ending September 30. 1986. and for other purposes. reports the same to
me Senate with various amendments and presents herewith information
relative to the changes made. ..,

AMOl.m 1:'< :'<F.W HlDGF.T ,OBl.IGATIOKAl.) AtITliORITY

Amount of bill as passed by the House $ll.922.021.000
Amount of Senate bill below House 21.361,000

Total bill as reported to Senate................................ 11,900,660.000
Amount of appropriations. 1985 ·.. 12,265.253.200
Amount of budget estimates. 198b, as amended............... ll.659.270.0oo
The bill as reponed to me Senate:

Under the appropriations for 1985.............................. 364.593.200
Over me estimates for 198b 241.390,000

DEPARTMENTS OF COMMERCE. JUSTICF~ AND STATE. THE
JUDICIARY. AND REl.ATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATION
IlILL. 198b

'19m Cor'GRESS }
JSl Session

i
I

,
J
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TITLE I-DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

A total of $2.112.004.0oo is recommended for the Department of
Commerce. which is $178261!l!lQ., less than the amount for 1985.
S396,473.ooo more than the budget estimates. and $7.883.000 under the
House allowance. Incrcases over the budget requests occur primarily in
approprranons for the Economic Development Administration and the

. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

1985 appropriation, 10 date hh••h.hh•••••••• h ..h h ••h.h h h ••••••••••• h S36 483 000

gI~~i~I~~~~~~~~:~;~:::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: tG*.5
The Committee recommends an appropriation of $32.343.000. a de

crease of S4,140.000 from 1985 appropriations to date. The amount rec
ommended is S3.884.oo0 less than the request and $734.000 more than
the House allowance.

This appropriation provides for the executive direction of the Depart.
ment of Commerce. including the secretarial officers and their imme
diate. staffs; for .deparunental staff services for management and adrnin
istrauon, including such functions as budget, program evaluation con
grcssional relations. public information, legal services. organizatio~ and
management studies, p~rso~nel. s~stems. publications. and security; and
for the audit and mvesuganve duties of the inspector general.

The Committee recommendation will provide for the same program
level as proposed in the budget, request through the use of S3.700.oo0
In fiscal year 1985 carryover balances. In addition. the Committee rec
ommendation restores 80 percent ($734.000) of the 5'percent pay reduc
tion originally proposed in the President's budget. a reduction of
SI84.ooo.

BUREAU OF mE CENSUS

SALARIF.s AND EXPE."'SES

1985 appropriation, 10 dat $85259000

:f:~seb~~~~a:~~.a.~..:::::::::::~::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~~~::
Ccmrmuee recommendalJon........................................................................................ 90.400,000

The Committee recommends an appropriation of $90.400.000. an in.
crease of S5.141.OO0 over 1985 appropriatlons to date. The amount rcc-

(4)

-:---~--._- ..

.i ill> apprupnauon provides tor tile nurcau or UIC Census' stausucal
programs which include Lhe measurement of tl1e Nation's economy and
the demographic characteristics of the population, These programs pro'
vide a broad base of economic. demographic. and social information
used for decisionmaking by governments. private organizations. and in
dividuals.

The Committee recommendation includes S157 000 as requested to
enhance current service trade reports on the transportation. finance. and
communications industries. as well as S5oo.oo0 for foreign trade staus
tics. In addition. the Committee recommendation accepts the House re
ductions of S280.000 for demographic reports and S581.000 for interna
tional statistics. as well as a S3.000 general reduction. However. :J
Committee has not inclYiI,d.J700.oo0 provided by the__':'.o.u~~en· .t
cral economiCSl:rriSflcs. includl~~IJ];l[ manuTaC!tJE<:~ ..

1lie Commltt~e also recommends $300.000 to allow the Bureau of
the Census to conduct a general economic survey of the communica
tions sector which has been affected by deregulation and technological
growth.
The Committee wishes to reaffirm the commitment of the Congress.

adopted in the Commerce Appropriations Act (Public Law 96-536) for
fiscal year 1981, which directed the Secretary of Commerce "to expedite
the program of collecting. through appropriate surveys. data on benefits
received and data on participation in federally funded. in-kind benefit
programs ...... The Committee further requests that the Department
submit a report on its conference on the measurement of noncash
benefits scheduled for December 1985.

The Committee recommendation restores 80 percent (S2,141.000) of
the 5-percent pay reduction originally proposed in the President's budg
et, a reduction of $536.000.

PERIODIC CE."'SUSES AND PROOR.~\lS

1985 appropriations 10 date 581.C<1O.000
1986 budget estimat 108.523.000House allowanc 105.111.000·
Commiuee recommendation , 105.687.000

The Committee recommends an appropriation of $105.687.000. an in
crease of $24.687.000 over 1985 appropriations to date. The amount rec
ommended is $2.836.000 less than the budget estimate and $576.000
more than the House allowance.

This appropriation funds periodic censuses and surveys covering the
major economic and demographic areas once or twice each decade. It
also provides for the maintenance of geographic support activities re
quired by the various censuses. the preparation of population and per
capita income estimates. and the acquisition of large-scale data process
ing equipment. --

The Committee recommendation includes $1.l78.000 of the requested
enhancement of $2.278.000 for data processing systems, This will pro-



Laboratory Technologies with Commercial or Practical Application
(New prooe6606, teohniqu06, equipment, 6oftwar~ or mQtoriQle)

AHacll"ent U3

Definitions: Commercial technologies-Those fIIhich can be developed into
a marketable product.

Practical technologies-Those fIIhich can be used to improve
a process or some operation but fIIhich cannot be din~ctly

developed as a marketable product.

]

JContractors and laboratory R&D and engineering groups submit
applied technologies and other developments which have reache
a milestone point in improvement over the state-of-the-art.

•
Technologies are received or solicited by
- Agency review panel
- Laboratory review panel
- Laboratory technology transfer office

~ .

I~ Is technology an improvement over the state of the art? !

. .
'I

j

~
Obvious cases of technologies r-8 : Is it worth special attention?with practical application

+
(Don't know]

t
Promotion and - Determine technical improvement
dissemination of

~

technologies +
(Better than existing

"Does it have commercial or just practical potential?
( Just practical ' - Determine cost

- Determine market

"( Commercial potential)

•
~ Should it be patented?
~

8
File for patent and determine foreign filing requirements



ATTACHMENT 114

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield. Virginia 22161

DEVELOPNENT PLAN TO PRODUCE A GUIDE TO COMMERCIALIZING FEDERAL
TECHNOLOGY

The Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology proposes to
develop and publish a guide to assist U.S. businesses in the
commercialization of Federal technology. The guide would be an
overview of the steps required to identify potential technologies;
to their development and to carry out their production and
tr.arketing.

It has been established through discussions with various Federal
agencies that there is a need to assure that small companies and
individuals developing Federal technologies are cognizanr of the
necessary business requirements to commercialize these technol
ogies.

Agencies will be solicited to contribute to the production of the
publication. The estimated cost is $60,000.

AUDIENCE:

o Small businesses or ventures engaging in new technology
development

o Individuals who are technology-oriented, not business
oriented

BOOK FOro'~T AND STYLE:

o Audience has a technical education, but may not have
business experience

o Between 100 to 150 pages
o ~ritten as a guide
o Overviews innovation and business steps
o Provides a thorough reference to other published

material or contacts, e.g., associations

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Introduction - Innovation Process
Sources of Technology

Government-owned Inventions
How to find inventions
Getting more detail about inventions
How to obfain a license
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERICE
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Roya' Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161

MEMORANDUM TO: Joseph E. Clark
Deputy Director

SUBJECT: Technology Evaluations at Federal Laboratories

In numerous discussions with FLC and ORTA representatives from
Federal laboratories, the major missing link, critical for
meaningful technology evaluation, has been basic commercial
market research data. The researcher and his peers on site are
quite capable of assessing technical merit. Assuming time and
search budget availability, the patentability aspect can best be
addressed by the local attorney. However, no one in the "ivory
tower" seems to be able to factor in the marketability assess
ment. This requires information on market segment size, and
cost: performance comparisons with understanding of the relation
between manufacturing or "factory door" costs and prices to the
consumer. Bill Marcuse,the ORTA chief at Brookhaven, has
articulated this lack very well in his FY 1983 Technology Trans
fer Report (excerpts attached).

A cost effective service to laboratories could be carried out by
CUFT either in-house, by contractor, or through a combination of
these. A feasibility study at less than $IOK would involve a
intragovernment questionnaire from CUFT to ORTA's and patent
disclosures evaluation committees to determine the volume and
type of market data they would request if freely available on
request. An experienced market research firm on a sole source
purchase order could identify sources and annual costs of access
ing and providing market information at the level and depth
appropriate to the magnitude of decision making involved. Thus,
if costs of patent filing and prosecution or of "packaging"
technology for transfer are in the $5-10,000 range, one should
spend only $500-1,000 for commercial or market assessment.

A great deal of basic market data can be accessed and maintained
for $50-100,000 per year. This would include acquisitions of two
to five year old survey reports (adequate and very cheap), online
computer access to Predicast and other market data bases, general
reports from Kline, First, SRI, A.D. Little and many others.
Hany reports might be donated when the use was explained. Much
basic data, up to the SIC six or seven digit levels might be
acquired free or accessed from Census, lTC, BEA, BIE, and FTC if
data source confidentiality were assured. One staffer and one or
two clerical support staff could start up the program, provide
laboratories with up to 200 or 300 orientation market profiles
per year at a cost of $200-250,000. If successful, and a sat
isfied user demand in either volume or depth of data was created
above this level, a service charge to agencies could be

,



2.

instituted to insure value received and put a ceiling on program
costs. Acting as a government-wide market data purchasing'
cooperative, CUFT could insure access to data for hundreds of
users at a very small fraction of the cost of each agency and/or
laboratory acquiring this independently. CUFT would maximize use
of contractors and of purchased data, staffing only at the
commercial information broker or library level.

We request approval of the concep~ and to start the feasibility
survey work in FY 1984"organizing and staffing in FY 1985 with
an operational line item in the budget starting in FY 1986.

't" !
David~' (Ai .
Center for the Utilization

of Federal Technology

Attachment

cc: Joe Caponio
Norm Latker
Bruce Merrifield
Tip Parker
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C. ISSUES

The ORTA has experienced surprisingly few problems in its formative
stage. Cooperation from the program departments has exceeded expecta
tions. This probably is a result of the support provided by the technol
ogy transfer coordinating committee. The advice provided by the Committee
has been of great importance for the effective operation of the ORTA.
From the beginning. Laboratory management has been supportive and the
organizational location of the ORTA provides visability and indicates the
interest of the Director's Office.

Nevertheless. there are two areas of concern. One is with regard to
the need to perform market assessments for po~.!!!La]].L..!."~~ble

technologies. This requires a kind of skill that is not available at this-_.- ...-,

Laboratory and is unlikely to become available~ The second has to do with
the nature of the technology transfer process. It seems clear that some
research on the technology process is needed so that we can understand why
some "tried and true" methods and approaches sometimes are effective and
other times are not. and so we can direct "experimentation" to most likely
approaches rather than strike out randomly.

D. INITIATIVES

By and large this year will be one of consolidation.
initiatives that are underway and most of our effort will
bringing them about.

Planned Activities Within Current Resources

There are many
be directed to

"•

1. Continue progr~m review.
2. Increase staff awareness of technology transfer.
3. Plan and organize IRI visit. November. 1983.
4. Organize working groups to explore use of laboratory facilities by

industry.

..

"•,
•
~

~

\
!
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Appendix A:

ORTA Placement and Technology Transfer Process

1. ORTA Contact:
Dr. William Marcuse, Head
Office of Research and Technology Applications
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Building 130
Upton, N.Y. 11973

2. Placement of ORTA Within Laboratory Management Structure:
Overview of the Laboratory's Technology Transfer Program:

The Head of the Office of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA)
reports directly to the Laboratory Assistant Director for Scientific Plan
ning and Policy who is a member of the Director's Laboratory Policy
Committee. Figure 1 is a modified organization chart of the Laboratory
high1i ghti ng the organizati ona1 1ocati on of the ORTA and depi cti ng the
origins of the Technology Transfer Comnittee - close to the programnatic
effort of the Laboratory. The Assistant Director for Scientific Planning
and Policy is also charged with the responsibility for the Institutional
Plan and, significantly, for the functioning of the ORTA, provides a
strong linkage to the scientific staff through the Office of Scientific
Personnel. This organizational location provides the ORTA with direct
access to the Laboratory Di rector, Deputy Di rector and Associ ate Di rec
tors. Direct line support is provided by the Laboratory Patent Attorney.
The Laboratory has established this highly visible ORTA in response to the
Stevenson-Wyd1er legislation and the DOE Order implementing it. Previous
ly the Laboratory performed technology transfer through decentra1i zed
program level efforts.

The ORTA will continue to focus on organizational structure and
managerial procedures necessary to effectively implement its P.L. 96-4BO
mandated duties, especially in technology assessment. We intend to
concentrate on fundamentals in order to improve our program.

\
.'

,
- 15 -



(Appendix A cont.)
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LABORATORY ORTA COMMITTEE-
3. Brief Description of Technology Transfer Process

The Department Representatives and the Patent Attorney review current

Laboratory programs and identify possible candidates. _ These are then

screened by an internal - review panel and application assessments are

prepared for successful candi dates. 111ese are then subjected to eva1ua

ti on by external experts and industry contacts. If the recommendati ons

are again positive the process passes to the outreach phase where perti

nent information on the "product" is submitted to the DOE technical Infor

mati on Center for -eventua 1 di ssemi nati on by NTIS. Speci fi c user groups

will be targeted and information on the "product" provided to these groups

-and to technology brokers.

/ - 16 -
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(Appendix A cont.)

Finally, in the Transfer and Assistance Phase, ORTA and other involv

ed, parties at Brookhaven will respond to requests regarding transfer of

the technology. The structure of this phase varies depending on the

specifi c nature of the "product" i nvol ved and whether it is patented,

copyri ghted, otherwi se protected or generally unprotected and unprotec

tabl e. If proprietary use is i nvol ved and the product is protected,

negoti at ions will be estab1i shed between the OOE patent counsel and the

potentia1 "user" group. Brookhaven and ORTA wi11 act to provi de further

information on the "product," provide technical assistance in developing

or refining the product for use and in design and evaluation programs.

Further, if the "user" group seeks enhanced assi stance in devel opi ng

spin-off applications, ORTA will seek to develop such interaction.

~
.'

,
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---- --
Form NTIS-303 U.S. Department of Commerce
1.-7.1 NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE

INVENTION EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

TO~

.
An evaluation of the invention identified below is requested as part of a Department of
Commerce program aimed at promoting the use of Government Invenjaons , Please complete the
questionnaire and return it to:

Patent Program
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield. Virginia 22161

This questionnaire might also be sent by NTIS to others associated with the development of
this invention. Please submit an independ~ntly prepared response; do not consult with others
receiving a copy of this questionnaire.

-
Thank you for your cooperation.

>.

INVENTION IDENTIFICATION >

Title of invention

Inventor(s) Agency Sponsor

Application Serial No. Application Filing Date -

Agency Case No. Patent No.(if any)

RESPONDENT IDENTIFICATION

Name Address

Title

Organization

Telephone
.

NTIS use only:

Date completed questionnaire Source code: GP_____ A D G
received by NTIS 8 E H

Evaluator C F I

USC:O",,_CC ellO\.P1'1



Please circle numbers and fill in blanks when appropriate.

KNOWLEDGE OF THE I NVENTI ON AND INDUSTRY

A. WHAT IS YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO THE INVENTION ?

l. Inventor/Co-inventor 4. Other patent attorney

2. Inventor's Technical Supe rvi sor S. tlTIS Invention Evaluator

3. Patent attorney who prepared/ 6. Other (please specify)
prosecuted the invention

B. HOW FAMILIAR WERE YOU WITH THE INVENTION PRIOR TO RECEIVING THIS
QUESTIONNAIRE ? -
1- Intimately familiar 3. Was aware of it

2 • Moderately familiar 4. No previous knowledge

C. HOW FAMILIAR ARE YOU WITH THE INDUSTRY (manufacturing, marketing, and
general structurel TO WHICH THE INVENTION RELATES ?

1- Intimately familiar 3. Not familiar

2. Moderately familiar

".
STATUS OF INVEltTlON DEVELOPMENT

D. WHAT IS TilE CURRENT STATUS OF TilE INVENTION ?

1. Not in use and not being 3. Currently in use
developed, last use or
deve lopment on

2. Still being developed 4. Unknown

E. HOW FAR HAS THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INVENTION BEEN CARRIED?

1. No development beyond preparation 4. Full scale production
of patent application '.

2. Experimentation models, bread
boards. prototypes 5. Unknown

3. Limited production

,.. WHAT IS THE EXTENT OF CURRENT COMMERCIAL USE OF THE INVENTION ?

1. Being considered for commercial 3. Currently in commercial use
development (specify company) (specify company)

2. Under commercial development 4. No known commercial interest
(specify company)

FORM NTIS·305 1'-711J USCOM.... OC IllOI.P,'e



. SIGNIFICANCE OF INVENTION IN ITS FIELD

G. WHAT IS THE RELATIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE INVENTION IN ITS FIELD OF
TECHNOLOGY ?

1- Known in existing technology 4. Significant advance

2. Slight modification 5. Major improvement

3. Modest advance 6. Pioneer discovery

H. WHAT ARE THE PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES OF THE INVENTION OVER THE PRIOR ART ?

-
.

" ,
RELATED DISCLOSURES

1. ARE THERE OTHER PATENTS/PATENT_APPLICATIONS THAT DIRECTLY RELATE TO THIS
INVENTION ? -.

-
1. No 4. Other (please specify)

2. Divisional ser. nos.

3. Continuation-in-part ser. nos. 5. Unknown

J. PLEASE CITE ANY PUBLISHED TECHNICAL REPORTS OR JOURNAL ARTICLES THAT
DESCRIBE THE INVENTION ,AND INDICATE PUBLICATION DATES.

"

COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL OF INVENTION

K, WHAT IS THE LIKELIHOOD OF ULTIMATE COMMERCIAL USE OF THE INVENTION ?

1- None 4. Good

2. Poor , S. Excellent

3. Fair 6. Unknown
.

FORM NTI~,,(,l5 11-701

-3-
USCOMM-OC I~OI·,P10



•
L. WHAT IS YOUR ESTIMATE OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT REQUIRED TO COMMERCIALIZE

THE INVENTION ?

I. Not applicable 5. $500,000 to $1,000,000

2. Less than $10,000 6. Over $1,000,000

3. $10,000 to $100,000 7. Unknown

4. $100,000 to $500,000 .

M. WHAT IS YOUR ESTIMATE OF THE COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL OF THE INVENTION AS
MEASURED BY GROSS SALES OVER THE LIFE OF THE INVENTION ?

I. None 5. $1,000,000 to $5,000,000 -
2. Less than $100,000 6. $5,000,000 to $10,000,000

3. $100,000 to $500,000 7. Over $10,000,000

4. $500,000 to $1,000,000 8. Unknown

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INVENTION EXPLOITATION

N. SHOULD THE U.S. GOVERNMENT PROMOTE THE COMMERCIALIZATION OF THIS
INVENTION ? -
I. Yes 2. No - 3. Unknown

Please commerit ,

O. SHOULD THE U.S. GOVERNMENT SEEK FOREIGN PATENT PROTECTION ON THIS
INVENTION ?

"-
1. Yes 2." No 3. Unknown

If Yes, circle letter next to country where protection should be sought and comment
on the market potential.
a. Australia
b. Belgium
c. Canada
d. France
e. Great Britain
f. Italy
g. Japan
h. Netherlands
i. Sweden
j. Switzerland
k. West Germany
1. Other Countries

. -- .. ~. ~_.

FOAM NTlS·SOS 11-7ClI -4-
u
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FORM NTlS:-50:t 11-7111

,
P. PROVIDE, IF YOU CAN, A LIST OF NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF EXPERTS IN THE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION WHO COULD PROVIDE ADDITIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL OF THE INVENTION.

, .
.

Q. PROVIDE, IF YOU CAN, A LIST OF SPECIFIC COMPANIES THAT YOU REGARD AS
GOOD LICENSING PROSPECTS FOR THE INVENTION (not required if invention
appears to have no commercial potential) .

-
'.-

R. OTHER COMMENTS:
"

,
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MEl10RANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

between the

CENTER FOR THE UTILIZATION OF FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY

and the

FEDE~~ LABO~;TORY CONSORTIUM FOR TECH.~OLOGY ~~~SFER

I. Introduction and Purpose

The Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology (CUFT) of the National
Technical Infor~tion Service (NTIS) was provided legislative basis in the
Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-480). The
Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer (FLC) was recognized in
Section 11 of this Act as an integral 'partner in the technology transfer
activities to be undertaken by Agencies and their laboratories with the active
cooperation of CUFT.

The purpose of this l1emorandum of Understanding is to delineate and expand the
areas of cooperation between CUFT and FLC, designed to enhance implementation
of Section 11 of P.L. 96-480.

II. Scope

The CUFT, a central clearinghouse for the collection and dissemination of
Federal technology information and a licensor of Federally owned patents,
provides information and services in response to requests from State and local
governments and the private sector. The FLC, a consortium of Federal R&D
institutions, is a nationwide network which uses a person-to-person approach
to link its member institutions. Through FLC, the combined capabilities of
the R&D institutions are used to broker more efficiently requests for
technology or assistance both within the Federal system and with non-Federal
users of technology. FLC is the primary communication mechanism among the
Offices of Research and Technology Applications (ORTAs) in the R&D
institutions, and provides an interagency forum on technology transfer policy
and practices.

CUFT and FLC will cooperate in:

1. Responding to requests for information and/or assistance from State and
local government and private industry. The nature of the request will be the
factor which determines the specific distribution and types of efforts to be
utilized in the formulation of the response; each party will respond in
consonance with its capabilities. It is understood that both CUFT and FLC
will receive inquiries from user groups. FLC agrees to receive requests
through CUFT that require assistance in addition to published information, and
to refer those requests to the appropriate FLC member R&D institution for
direct response. CUFT agrees to receive requests through FLC which requir~

published material to satisfy user needs, and to respond directly to the user.
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2. Identifying and developing training sessions for their constituencies.

3. Exchanging publications and other writtten material that will enhance the
ability of each party to expand their role in the implementation of P.L.
96-480. CUFT will, for example •.make available to the FLC. directories.
catalogs. guides, etc •• prepared by CUFT to facilitate its mission. FLC will \
recommend programs and services which CUFT can incorporate into its program to
assist ORTA missions. Examples may be: pooled approaches to obtaining market
research information for screening and evaluating innovations; directories;
catalogs and guides; training in certain as·pects of technology transfer. for
example. use of information systems; and other approaches to promote the \
transfer of technology, etc.

4. Identifying a project to promote certai~ special methods for the
dissemination of technology information to the public and private sectors.

5. Identifying certain key individuals in State and local government who may
facilitate the transfer of Federal laboratory technOlogy to U.S. industry.

III. Financial Responsibilities

Funds for the performance of tasks under this Memorandum of Understanding will
be obligated by the respective party as the tasks are executed or modified.
Each party is responsible for its financial obligations pursuant to its own
activities.

IV. Duration of MOU

This Memorandum of Understanding shall be effective upon signature of
designated representatives of each party, and shall expire on June 1, 1987.
unless extension is mutually agreed upon in writing. It may be terminated
upon delivery of 30 days advance written notice to the other party.

V. Representative Personnel

The persons named below will serve in a representative capacity to facilitate
communications-between the parties to this Memorandum of Understanding:

CUFT

Mr. Edward J. Lehmann
Ms. Darcia D. Bracken

FLC

Dr. Eugene E. Stark
Ms. Margaret M. McNamara
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VI. Authorized Signatories

For CUFT:

i::rd~-1~
Deputy Director, NTIS
Date: s:63/?'5'

-~-- .r-- t-~ /: ./\ ..... . v .
,~~ 6iL'~\
Dr. David T. Mowry \
Associate Director, CUFT
Date: c ]I'; ( ~.s- J

~~-
Dr. Eugene E. Stark
Chairman, FLC
Date: /?t7 e~7'>
J., - , I Y1 til' i-f/. ~ ",<'. "111 . I ; ...., l,-",-L1;'tL{.t.~r ,,"/ ,/--- _£)U~~"-,

Ms. Margaret M. M~~amara

Vice-Chairman, FLC
Date: /> r- ," --

/,', /.'_, I :~. \_
'-" .......!
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